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Abstract. Achieving a comfortable thermal situation within buildings with an efficient use of energy remains still an open
challenge for most buildings. In this regard, IoT (Internet of Things) and KDD (Knowledge Discovery in Databases) processes
may be combined to solve these problems, even though data analysts may feel overwhelmed by heterogeneity and volume of the
data to be considered. Data analysts could benefit from an application assistant that supports them throughout the KDD process
and aids them discovering which are the most relevant variables for the matter at hand, or informing about relationships among
relevant data. In this article, the EEPSA (Energy Efficiency Prediction Semantic Assistant) ontology which supports such an
assistant is presented. This ontology is developed on top of three ODPs (Ontology Design Patterns) which address weaknesses
of existing proposals to represent features of interest and their respective qualities, as well as observations and actuations, the
sensors and actuators that generate them, and the procedures used. The ontology is designed so that its customization to address
similar problems in different types of buildings can be approached methodically. This feature is proved in a real-world poultry
farm.
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1. Introduction

In the early 2000s it was estimated that people used
to spend around 90% of their time indoors [1], and this
is a situation that may still apply nowadays. Thence,
feeling comfortable while staying indoors is a must.
User comfort can be influenced by different aspects
such as visual, acoustic or thermal conditions. Accord-
ing to the ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 55-2017, thermal
comfort is defined as follows: “that condition of mind
that expresses satisfaction with the thermal environ-
ment and is assessed by subjective evaluation". Being
a subjective perception, under the same thermal con-
ditions different people can experience different levels
of comfort.

Even though thermal comfort may be overlooked,
conducted research proves its impact on humans.
Some studies show the relation between indoor envi-

ronment conditions and working efficiency or produc-
tivity [2,3]. There is also work demonstrating that in-
door environment conditions can have a significant im-
pact on occupants comfort, morale, health and well-
being in commercial office buildings [4]. It is also
proved that having an uncomfortable thermal situa-
tion involves many risks including clinical diseases,
health impairments, and reduced human performance
and work capacity [5]. Therefore, all these evidences
reinforce the need of ensuring comfortable thermal
conditions in buildings.

However, occupants’ thermal comfort is not the only
concern related to buildings. The building sector con-
sumes more than 35% of global energy and it is re-
sponsible for nearly 40% of energy-related CO2 emis-
sions in the EU [6]. This is why, with views to meet the
energy sustainability and minimize the climate change,
this sector is addressed by the set of binding legisla-
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tions agreed by the European Commission in the EU
2020 climate and energy package1. Therefore, the effi-
cient management of building energy is becoming the
trend for the future generation of buildings.

Fulfilling occupants’ comfort whilst reducing en-
ergy consumption is still an unsolved problem in most
buildings. Furthermore, it is important to note that
certain type of buildings have specific features which
may further hinder this problem. For instance, tertiary
buildings normally contain spaces with big dimensions
which are prone to have bigger thermal inertia [7]. This
results in the need of longer periods of time to heat
up or cool down spaces and consequently, they can-
not be effectively climatized with rather simple solu-
tions like thermostat-based reactive systems. Instead,
heating or cooling systems need to be activated in ad-
vance in a specific mode to ensure a comfortable ther-
mal condition in a given time. The expansion of the
Internet of Things (IoT) [8] and Knowledge Discovery
in Databases (KDD) [9] techniques may allow to im-
prove matters in this regard. On the one hand, the IoT
facilitates the monitoring of real-world qualities and
events thanks to physical things equipped with elec-
tronic components and ubiquitous intelligence that al-
low them to connect, interact and exchange data. This
led to the massive amount of data available nowa-
days, which has the potential to enable new discoveries
and improve decision making processes. However, this
data tends to be diverse and heterogeneous. Devices
from different vendors may represent data in different
formats, and even when a common format is used, the
internal data model schema typically varies. Moreover,
data may come from disparate external sources (often
referred to as exogenous data), which further aggra-
vates the data heterogeneity situation. Furthermore, the
great variety of technical data hinders the human com-
prehension with regards to assessing which data is rel-
evant for the matter at hand. These circumstances def-
initely pose a challenge for data analysts in charge of
a KDD process which enables the extraction of useful
knowledge from raw data.

In this context, data analysts have to deal with data
related to the building where energy efficiency and
user thermal comfort is aimed at. This data may de-
scribe building structural element properties including
materials, heat transfer coefficients, and orientation of
their boundaries (e.g. a room located in the second

1https://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/
strategies/2020_en

floor of a building which has a skilight with 2 m2 of
surface. A door with a U-factor of 2.61 that is opened
by swinging to the left, and connects the hall with the
southern outside part of the building). Data analysts
also need to take into account information about sen-
sors and actuators deployed in the building, their loca-
tion, features and certainly their measurements and ac-
tuations (e.g. a temperature sensor located in the meet-
ing room 03 that measured 23◦C on 12th May 2018
at 16:35. A blind actuator that lowered blinds of win-
dow 121 on 26th November 2018 at 20:00). Likewise,
data about weather conditions and weather forecasts
for the building location are relevant (e.g. a forecast
for Madrid made by the Spanish meteorology agency
on 10th June 2018 at 10:00 forecasting a relative hu-
midity of 53% on 12th June 2018 at 15:00. A weather
report that described cloudy skies during the morning
of 6th December in Amsterdam). Furthermore, there
is other information to consider such as the space oc-
cupancy, work schedule or human related organiza-
tion (e.g. the 29th November 2018 is a reduced work-
ing hours day. The occupancy value of the meeting
room 06 at 11:00 is of 8 people). Under such circum-
stances where a deep energy efficiency, thermal com-
fort and building domain knowledge is required to effi-
ciently handle all this information, having insufficient
domain expertise could make data analysts feel over-
whelmed. Consequently, they typically resort to a trial
and error approach searching for variables and tasks
that could be confidently used to make accurate predic-
tions. Moreover, due to the plethora of possible com-
bination of algorithms in each KDD phase, even ex-
pert data analysts may turn to the trial and error ap-
proach [10]. This is definitely an undesirable approach
and it would be much more profitable to count with a
KDD process assistant supported by technologies that
enable the management of data semantics, data interre-
lationships, and knowledge representation. This means
that it is necessary the representation of features of in-
terest and their respective qualities, as well as obser-
vations and actuations, the sensors and actuators that
generate them, and the procedures used. Furthermore,
observations and actuations have to be described with
respect to their values, in addition to their spatial and
temporal context. In this paper, the development of a
core ontology that supports such a KDD assistant is
described.

The rest of this article is structured as follows. Sec-
tion 2 makes a thorough review of ontologies related
to the domains of discourse. Section 3 presents the de-
velopment of the proposed core ontology. Section 4
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shows the customization of the ontology to apply it in
a real-world use case. Finally the conclusions of this
work are shown in section 5.

2. Related Work

Linking or mapping raw data to existing ontologies
or vocabularies, allows a better representation of the
data, structuring it and setting formal types, relations,
properties and restrictions that hold among them. In
addition, it allows representing data coming from mul-
tiple sources in a unified way, thereby supporting data
integration [11]. Another benefit of the semantic an-
notation lies in the additional background knowledge
about a domain that can be added to the dataset. This
leads to the enrichment of the dataset, as well as en-
abling the application of indexing techniques, which
are based on resource URIs and ensure the retrieval
and navigation through related resources [12]. Last but
not least, after a semantic annotation process, data is
more domain-oriented than the original source and al-
lows more application-independent solutions. Conse-
quently, there is no need for the user to be aware of raw
data’s underlying structure.

Due to the aforementioned benefits, annotating data
semantically can contribute improving the KDD pro-
cess [13,14,15]. Next, the most relevant ontologies
covering domains of discourse of this article are re-
viewed. Specifically, building domain ontologies are
reviewed in section 2.1, ontologies addressing obser-
vations, actuations and related domains in section 2.2,
and ontologies representing the context of these ob-
servations’ and actuations’ results in section 2.3. A
discussion of reviewed ontologies is presented in sec-
tion 2.4.

2.1. Building domain ontologies

BIM (Building Information Model) is a data ex-
change format used by different stakeholders involved
in the construction process of a building, and deals
with the representation of functional and physical char-
acteristics of a building [16]. Each of these stakehold-
ers adds domain knowledge to a common model which
keeps information of the whole building life cycle. As
a consequence, the model serves as a valuable source
of information.

On the one hand, a BIM model may contain static
information of a building element. For instance, in the
case of a window, data about its location, the material it

is made of, and even when it was installed is available
and queryable. Nevertheless, it is not possible to know
whether the window is opened or closed in a given
moment. On the other hand, the use of IFC (Industry
Foundation Classes) files has arisen several issues due
to its complexity. A first approach for answering these
issues comes in the form of processes such as IDMs
(Information Delivery Manual) and the related MVDs
(Model View Definition), which still remain complex
and time-consuming [17]. Easy and intuitive ways to
rapidly browse, query and use BIM information are not
often available.

Semantic Technologies can be leveraged to remedy
these issues, as they enable the data integration across
several data sources and allow a more dynamic manip-
ulation of the building information in RDF graphs via
query and rule languages [18]. Furthermore, the on-
tology modelling paradigm for providing and imple-
menting a BIM of a target building supports a variety
of advantages such as reusability and automated rea-
soning upon the modelled entities. There exists a va-
riety of technologies that offer conceptual modelling
capabilities to describe a domain of interest, but only
ontologies combine this feature with Web compliance,
formality and reasoning capabilities [19].

There are many building domain ontologies, each
designed to fulfil the specific information requirements
of a certain use case within the AEC (Architecture, En-
gineering, and Construction) and FM (Facilities Man-
agement) domains. However, the lack of a common
building model for representing data prevents interop-
erability between buildings and limits the scalability of
applications. In this section, a set of the most relevant
ontologies for modelling buildings are reviewed.

2.1.1. ifcOWL Ontology
The ifcOWL ontology2 [20] provides an OWL rep-

resentation of the EXPRESS schemas of IFC, which is
the open standard developed by buildingSMART3 for
representing building and construction data. Using the
ifcOWL ontology, IFC-based building models can be
represented as directed labelled graphs. Furthermore,
resulting RDF graphs can be linked to related data in-
cluding material data, GIS (Geographic Information
Systems) data or product manufacturer data.

The ifcOWL ontology aims at supporting the con-
version of IFC instance files into equivalent RDF files.

2http://ifcowl.openbimstandards.org/IFC4_
ADD2.owl

3https://www.buildingsmart.org/
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This means that it is of secondary importance that an
instance RDF file can be modelled from scratch using
the ifcOWL ontology and an ontology editor. Further-
more, ifcOWL defines a faithful mapping of the IFC
EXPRESS schema, replicating its conceptualization
which has been found inconvenient for some practical
engineering use cases [18]. For instance, the ifcOWL
conceptualization of some relationships and proper-
ties as instances of classes (i.e. ifc:IfcRelationship,
ifc:IfcProperty) is counterintuitive to semantic web
principles, that would expect OWL properties to rep-
resent them. In this regard, a systematic transforma-
tion of this modelling issue has been proposed in the
IfcWoD (IFC Web of Data) ontology4 [21], which
claims to simplify query writing, optimize execution
of queries and maximize inference capabilities. Fur-
thermore, other initiatives focus on addressing ifcOWL
ontology weaknesses such as making IFC-based ex-
changed data more semantically robust [22] or mak-
ing the ontology more flexible in terms its capability to
deal with the real-world scenarios [23].

In summary, the ifcOWL ontology is a necessary
tool to incorporate IFC models to the semantic web
infrastructure but resulting graphs will be at least as
large and complex as the original IFC models. This de-
rives in models that may be too complicated and even
inconvenient for some scenarios.

2.1.2. SAREF4BLDG
SAREF4BLDG5 [24] is an extension of the SAREF

ontology (explained in Section 2.2.3) based on the IFC
standard. Since this extension is limited to devices and
appliances, unlike in ifcOWL where the whole IFC
is translated, only the corresponding part of the stan-
dard is transformed. In fact, it includes definitions from
the IFC version 4-Addendum 1 to enable the repre-
sentation of such devices and other physical objects in
building spaces.

According to its representation, a building may have
different spaces which may also have other sub spaces
within themselves. These classes alongside with the
class representing physical objects, are declared as
subclasses of geo:SpatialThing in order to reuse the
conceptualization for locations already proposed by
the Basic Geo vocabulary (also known as WGS84 Geo
Position vocabulary).

4At the moment of writing this article, the ontology is not publicly
available.

5https://w3id.org/def/saref4bldg

2.1.3. DogOnt
The DogOnt ontology6 [25] formalizes IDE (Intelli-

gent Domotic Environment) aspects and it is designed
with a particular focus on interoperation between do-
motic systems. Although primarily models devices,
states and functionalities, it also supports the descrip-
tion of residential environments where devices are lo-
cated.

Environment modelling in DogOnt is rather abstract
and mainly aimed at locating indoor devices at room
granularity. Reflecting this general design goal the
available concepts permit to represent: (a) buildings,
(b) storeys, as part of multi-storey buildings, (c) flats,
either located on single or multiple storeys, (d) rooms
inside flats and other indoor locations located outside
flats (e.g. garages), (e) walls, ceilings, floors, parti-
tions, doors and windows composing both rooms and
building boundaries, and (f) objects contained in an in-
door environment including furniture (e.g. chairs and
desks) [26].

DogOnt authors claim that its ontology influenced
the design principles of EEOnt, ThinkHome, and
SAREF ontologies among others and that such com-
mon origin enables DogOnt to be used as a founda-
tion towards a shared and unified schema for AEC/FM
ontologies interoperability. The latest DogOnt version
available at the moment of writing this article (ver-
sion 4.0.1), counts with over 1,000 classes and over 70
properties, which may be rather large in some cases.

2.1.4. EEOnt
The Energy Efficiency Ontology [27] (EEOnt) is

an ontology that defines the general structure of a
building, the distribution and connectivity of its sys-
tems, objects, and spaces. Furthermore, the function-
ality and characteristics of the energy consuming de-
vices and systems are also represented. The EEOnt de-
scribes EEIB (Energy Efficiency Index for Buildings)
and EELB (Energy Efficiency Landscape) correspond-
ing to the building and its components, supplying use-
ful information for the diagnosis and the correction of
inefficiencies.

The principles of EEOnt are founded on DogOnt
and its Energy Profile ontology (PowerOnt7 [28]).
Therefore, the modelling of the building environment,
space and object topology is very similar to DogOnt,

6http://elite.polito.it/ontologies/dogont.
owl

7http://elite.polito.it/ontologies/
poweront.owl

https://w3id.org/def/saref4bldg
http://elite.polito.it/ontologies/dogont.owl
http://elite.polito.it/ontologies/dogont.owl
http://elite.polito.it/ontologies/poweront.owl
http://elite.polito.it/ontologies/poweront.owl
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as well as its abstraction level and focus on residen-
tial buildings. One of EEOnt’s remarkable additions
in this regard is that in the case of windows and
doors, it includes two subclasses representing those
that open to the outdoor and those that connect two
inner spaces. Furthermore, fabrication materials (e.g.
wood and steel) and the physical properties of those
materials are specified following the IFC model.

It is worth noting that at the moment of writing this
article, EEOnt is not publicly available.

2.1.5. ThinkHome Ontology
The ThinkHome ontology8 [29] formalizes all rele-

vant concepts needed to realize energy analysis in res-
idential buildings. The knowledge captured in the on-
tology spans different domains, and it is logically seg-
mented in different modules such as WeatherOntol-
ogy9 and EnergyResourceOntology10.

The building information module (BuildingOntol-
ogy11) describes knowledge that supports optimized
control strategies striving for energy-efficient opera-
tion of smart homes. It consists of a set of basic classes,
properties and customized datatypes that have been
generated through XSLTs (Extensible Stylesheet Lan-
guage Transformation) from gbXML (Green Build-
ing XML) Schema version 5.10. It focuses on the ex-
change of information for energy simulation and cal-
culation, and therefore stores facts that are helpful for
ThinkHome system’s focal point.

There are enough concepts to model whole build-
ings including wall layers, window sizes and types,
door sizes and positions, room areas and volumes as
well as room purposes and orientation of buildings.

2.1.6. BOT
The Building Topology Ontology12 [30] (BOT) is a

minimal OWL DL ontology for covering core concepts
of a building and for defining relationships between
their subcomponents. A first design principle for the
design of BOT has been to keep a light schema that
could promote its reuse as a central ontology in the
AEC domain.

8https://www.auto.tuwien.ac.at/downloads/
thinkhome/ontology/

9https://www.auto.tuwien.ac.at/downloads/
thinkhome/ontology/WeatherOntology.owl

10https://www.auto.tuwien.ac.at/downloads/
thinkhome/ontology/EnergyResourceOntology.owl

11https://www.auto.tuwien.ac.at/downloads/
thinkhome/ontology/BuildingOntology.owl

12https://w3id.org/bot

BOT describes sites comprising buildings, com-
posed of storeys which have spaces that can contain
and be bounded by building elements. Sites, buildings,
storeys and spaces are all non-physical objects defin-
ing a spatial zone [31]. These basic concepts and prop-
erties make the schema no more complex than neces-
sary and this design makes the ontology a baseline ex-
tensible with concepts and properties from more do-
main specific ontologies. Therefore, BOT serves as an
ontology to be shared.

Moreover, the W3C LBD community group13 is
aimed at producing more ontologies addressing geom-
etry, products and other requirements across the life
cycle of buildings that will extend from BOT con-
cepts. The Building Product Ontology (PRODUCT14)
is aimed at describing building elements (e.g. doors
and windows), furnishings (e.g. chairs and tables), and
MEP (Mechanical, Electrical and Plumbing) elements
(e.g. humidifiers and energy meters) by means of dif-
ferent ontology modules. Furthermore, the iterative na-
ture of a building design entails that information which
is valid at one point in time might no longer be valid in
the future. In order to manage that value variability and
to keep track of property evolution history, the OPM
(Ontology for Property Management) ontology15 [32]
is proposed. Finally, the emergence of a need for a
standardized approach towards building-related prop-
erties derives in the future creation of the PROPS on-
tology16.

It is worth mentioning that, BOT is aligned with re-
lated domain ontologies such as ifcOWL, DogOnt and
Brick [33].

2.1.7. FIEMSER Ontology
The FIEMSER ontology17 describes an energy-

focused BIM model and WSN (Wireless Sensor Net-
work) related data for residential buildings. With re-
gards to the building-related concepts, it takes into ac-
count other building-related approaches such as IFC.
The ontology describes buildings which consist of
some building spaces representing flats or common
areas. Likewise, these spaces consist of some other
physical spaces. Furthermore, a building zone defines

13https://www.w3.org/community/lbd/
14https://github.com/w3c-lbd-cg/product
15https://github.com/w3c-lbd-cg/opm/blob/

master/opm.ttl
16https://github.com/w3c-lbd-cg/props
17https://sites.google.com/site/

smartappliancesproject/ontologies/
fiemser-ontology

https://www.auto.tuwien.ac.at/downloads/thinkhome/ontology/
https://www.auto.tuwien.ac.at/downloads/thinkhome/ontology/
https://www.auto.tuwien.ac.at/downloads/thinkhome/ontology/WeatherOntology.owl
https://www.auto.tuwien.ac.at/downloads/thinkhome/ontology/WeatherOntology.owl
https://www.auto.tuwien.ac.at/downloads/thinkhome/ontology/EnergyResourceOntology.owl
https://www.auto.tuwien.ac.at/downloads/thinkhome/ontology/EnergyResourceOntology.owl
https://www.auto.tuwien.ac.at/downloads/thinkhome/ontology/BuildingOntology.owl
https://www.auto.tuwien.ac.at/downloads/thinkhome/ontology/BuildingOntology.owl
https://w3id.org/bot
https://www.w3.org/community/lbd/
https://github.com/w3c-lbd-cg/product
https://github.com/w3c-lbd-cg/opm/blob/master/opm.ttl
https://github.com/w3c-lbd-cg/opm/blob/master/opm.ttl
https://github.com/w3c-lbd-cg/props
https://sites.google.com/site/smartappliancesproject/ontologies/fiemser-ontology
https://sites.google.com/site/smartappliancesproject/ontologies/fiemser-ontology
https://sites.google.com/site/smartappliancesproject/ontologies/fiemser-ontology
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a functional area in the building that will be controlled
as a unique zone and which can be an aggregation of
one or more building spaces. The source used to create
the FIEMSER ontology is a secured pdf from which
the information could not be automatically copied. As
a consequence, comments that could better explain the
ontology may be missing.

The FIEMSER data model represents one of the
main trends identified in the context of the Smart Ap-
pliances study of the SAREF ontology and it is there-
fore linked to it.

2.1.8. Brick Ontology
Brick18 [34] is a uniform schema for representing

metadata in buildings and defines a concrete ontology
for sensors, their subsystems and relationships among
them. While other ontologies focus on BIM which is
more oriented towards design and construction efforts,
Brick has a specific emphasis on BMS (Building Man-
agement Systems) focused on building operation. The
ontology captures hierarchies, relationships and prop-
erties for describing building metadata and has a clear
focus on commercial buildings.

The design of Brick follows a methodology that
combines tagging (like in the Project Haystack19) and
semantic models. The resulting terminology allows de-
scribing real buildings but at the cost of a counterin-
tuitive hierarchy of classes and a biased set of proper-
ties. Moreover, explanatory annotations accompanying
term definitions are very scarce.

2.2. Observations, Actuations and other related
domain ontologies

The rapid adoption of the IoT leads to an exponen-
tial growth of the number of existing devices worl-
wide. The IoT technology allows connecting the phys-
ical world with virtual representations in various do-
mains including transportation, health and manufac-
turing. One of the most highlighted drawbacks of the
IoT lies in the data level heterogeneity originated from
different data models and formats supported by vari-
ous device manufacturers. Such a diversity derives in
semantic interoperability problems, where each sys-
tem can represent the same thing in different ways,
hindering the integration and understanding between
these systems. In fact, a study estimated that nearly
US$80 billion per year could be yield by implement-

18https://brickschema.org/
19http://project-haystack.org/

ing an effective semantic interoperability standard in
the healthcare domain [35].

It has been proved that ontology-based approaches
could contribute in achieving semantic interoperabil-
ity [36], for instance by linking each data element
to ontology terms thus providing them with seman-
tics [37,38,39]. Furthermore, these approaches enable
the discovery of IoT services, data and resources [40].
However, defining a comprehensive unified ontology
for the domain of IoT may be challenging as there are
more than 200 ontologies available [41].

There are some concepts that are common to the ma-
jority of IoT platforms [42], such as sensors, actuators
and their corresponding observations20 and actuations.
In fact, these concepts comprise an important area of
discourse of the problem tackled in this article. Next, a
set of relevant ontologies covering these concepts are
reviewed.

2.2.1. SSN Ontology
The initial Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) ontol-

ogy21 [43] was developed by the W3C Semantic Sen-
sor Networks Incubator Group (SSN-XG) and it prop-
soed a conceptual schema for describing sensors, ac-
curacy and capabilities of such sensors, their observa-
tions and methods used for sensing. Concepts for op-
erating and survival ranges were also included, as well
as sensors’ performance within those ranges. Finally,
a structure for field deployment was defined to de-
scribe deployment lifetime and sensing purposes. The
initial SSN ontology was aligned with DOLCE ultra-
lite (DUL) ontology and built on top of the Stimulus-
Sensor-Observation (SSO) [44] Ontology Design Pat-
tern (ODP) describing the relationships between sen-
sors, stimulus, and observations.

The W3C Spatial Data on the Web Working Group
(SDWWG22) proposed an update of the SSN ontol-
ogy [45] (from now on referred to as SOSA/SSN ontol-
ogy) that became a W3C recommendation. This new
ontology follows a horizontal and vertical modulariza-
tion architecture by including a lightweight but self-
contained core ontology called SOSA23 (Sensor, Ob-

20The observation term is already used in different ways in dif-
ferent communities. The O&M (Observations and Measurements)
model described in ISO 19156:2011 resolved this issue describing
an observation as an event or activity, the result of which is an es-
timate of the value of a property of the feature of interest, obtained
using a specific procedure.

21http://www.w3.org/ns/ssn/
22https://www.w3.org/2015/spatial
23http://www.w3.org/ns/sosa/

https://brickschema.org/
http://project-haystack.org/
http://www.w3.org/ns/ssn/
https://www.w3.org/2015/spatial
http://www.w3.org/ns/sosa/
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servation, Sample, and Actuator) for its elementary
classes and properties. Furthermore, the SOSA/SSN
ontology’s scope is not limited to observations, but
it is extended to cover actuations and samplings. In
line with the changes implemented in the SOSA/SSN
ontology, SOSA drops the direct DUL alignment al-
though it can still be optionally achieved via the SSN-
DUL alignment module24. Moreover, similar to the
original SSO pattern, SOSA acts as a central building
block for the new SOSA/SSN ontology but puts more
emphasis on its lightweight expressivity and the abil-
ity to be used standalone. Then, constraint axioms are
added to the vertical module extension named SSN.

Neither the previous SSN ontology nor the new
SOSA/SSN ontology describe the different qualities
which can be measured by sensors or acted on by ac-
tuators. Neither are covered related concepts such as
units of measurements of these qualities, hierarchies
of sensor/actuator/sampler types, or spatio-temporal
terms. All this knowledge has to be modelled by the
user, or preferably imported from other existing vocab-
ularies.

2.2.2. om-lite Ontology
The om-lite ontology25 [46] is an OWL representa-

tion of the Observation Schema described in clauses
7 and 8 of ISO 19156:2011 Geographic Information
- Observations and Measurements (O&M)26. O&M
defines a conceptual schema for observations, and
for features involved when observations are produced.
This schema separates concerns with classes for the
feature of interest, the procedure, the observed prop-
erty, the result, and the act of observation itself. This
allows places and times associated with each of them
to be distinct. An observation is defined as an act
that results in the estimation of the value of a fea-
ture property, and it involves the application of a
specified procedure, such as a sensor, instrument, al-
gorithm or process chain. Specializations of the ob-
servation class are classified by the result-type. This
way, the class oml:Observation has subclasses such as
oml:CountObservation for observations whose results
are integer, oml:Measurement for scaled numbers and
oml:TruthObservation for booleans.

The om-lite ontology allows combining data unam-
biguously and referring to observations made in-situ,

24https://www.w3.org/ns/ssn/dul
25http://def.seegrid.csiro.au/ontology/om/

om-lite
26https://www.iso.org/standard/32574.html

remotely, or ex-situ with respect to the location. These
observation details are also important for data dis-
covery and for data quality estimation. Furthermore,
the om-lite ontology removes dependencies with pre-
existing ontologies and frameworks, and can therefore
be used with minimal ontologies commitment beyond
the O&M conceptual model. Additionally, it provides
stub classes for time, geometry and measure (scaled
number), which are expected to be substituted at run-
time by a suitable concrete representation of the con-
cept. Finally, it is aligned with PROV-O, as well as
some other domain ontologies (e.g. the previous ver-
sion of the SSN ontology).

2.2.3. SAREF Ontology
The Smart Appliances REFerence (SAREF) on-

tology27 [47] is a shared model of consensus that fa-
cilitates the matching of existing assets in the smart
appliances domain. The ontology provides building
blocks that allow the separation and recombination
of different parts of the ontology depending on spe-
cific needs. The central concept of the ontology is
the saref:Device class, which is modelled in terms
of functions, associated commands, states and pro-
vided services. The ontology describes types of de-
vices such as sensors and actuators, white goods,
HVAC (Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning)
systems, lighting and micro renewable home solutions.
A device makes an observation (which in SAREF is
represented as saref:Measurement) which represents
the value and timestamp and it is associated with a
property (saref:Property) and a unit of measurement
(saref:UnitOfMeasure). The description of these con-
cepts is focused on the residential sector.

The modular conception of the ontology allows the
definition of any new device based on building blocks
describing functions that devices perform. As previ-
ously stated, for the building-related concepts SAREF
provides the link to the FIEMSER data model. Fur-
thermore, SAREF can be specialized to refine the gen-
eral semantics captured in the ontology and create
new concepts. The only requirement is that any exten-
sion/specialization may comply with SAREF. There
are three extensions of the ontology: SAREF4BLDG
which presents an extension of SAREF for the build-
ing domain, SAREF4ENVI28 for the environment do-
main, and SAREF4ENER29 for the energy domain.

27http://ontology.tno.nl/saref
28https://w3id.org/def/saref4envi
29https://w3id.org/saref4ener

https://www.w3.org/ns/ssn/dul
http://def.seegrid.csiro.au/ontology/om/om-lite
http://def.seegrid.csiro.au/ontology/om/om-lite
https://www.iso.org/standard/32574.html
http://ontology.tno.nl/saref
https://w3id.org/def/saref4envi
https://w3id.org/saref4ener
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Furthermore, at the moment of writing this article there
are three new planned extensions: SAREF4CITY for
smart cities, SAREF4INMA for industry and manufac-
turing, and SAREF4AGRI for the agricultural domain.

2.2.4. SEAS Ontology
The SEAS Ontology30 [48] is an ontology designed

as a set of simple core ODPs that can be instan-
tiated for multiple engineering related verticals. It
is planned to be consolidated with the SAREF on-
tology as part of ETSI’s Special Task Force 55631.
The SEAS ontology modules are developed based
on the following three core modules: the SEAS Fea-
ture of Interest ontology32 which defines features of
interest (seas:FeatureOfInterest) and their qualities
(seas:Property), the SEAS Evaluation ontology33 de-
scribing evaluation of these qualities, and the SEAS
System ontology34 representing virtually isolated sys-
tems connected with other systems. The Procedure
Execution (PEP) ontology35, which is not strictly a
SEAS ontology module but it is contained under the
same SEAS project, defines procedure executors that
implement procedure methods, and generate proce-
dure execution activities. Furthermore, PEP defines an
ODP as a generalization of SOSA’s sensor-procedure-
observation and actuator-procedure-actuation models.

On top of these core modules, several vertical SEAS
ontology modules are defined, which are dependent
of a specific domain. For instance, the SEAS Electric
Power System ontology36 defines (i) systems that con-
sume, produce or store electricity, (ii) connections be-
tween electric systems, and (iii) connection points of
electric systems, through which electricity flows.

The SEAS ontology offers a set of alignments to on-
tologies like SOSA/SSN and QUDT.

2.2.5. IoT-O Ontology
The IoT-O ontology37 [49] is a IoT domain mod-

ular ontology describing connected devices and their
relation with the environment. It is intended to model

30https://w3id.org/seas/
31https://portal.etsi.org/STF/STFs/

STFHomePages/STF556
32https://w3id.org/seas/

FeatureOfInterestOntology
33https://w3id.org/seas/EvaluationOntology
34https://w3id.org/seas/SystemOntology
35https://w3id.org/pep/
36https://w3id.org/seas/

ElectricPowerSystemOntology
37https://www.irit.fr/recherches/MELODI/

ontologies/IoT-O

knowledge about IoT systems and to be extended with
application specific knowledge. It has been designed
in five separated modules to facilitate its reuse and/or
extension:

1. A sensing module, based on the previous version
of the SSN ontology.

2. An acting module, based on the SAN (Semantic
Actuator Network) ontology38.

3. A service module, based on MSM39 (Minimal
Service Model) and hRESTS ontology40.

4. A lifecycle module41, based on a lifecycle vo-
cabulary (a lightweight vocabulary defining state
machines) and an IoT-specific extension.

5. An energy module, based on PowerOnt42.

Furthermore, to maximize extensibility and reusabil-
ity, IoT-O imports DUL and aligns all its concepts and
imported modules with it.

The Observation representation proposed by the
IoT-O ontology follows the same SSO pattern as its
sensing module is based on the previous version of the
SSN ontology. The representation of actuators, follows
SAN ontology’s AAE (the Actuation-Actuator-Effect)
pattern, which intends to model the relationship be-
tween an actuator and the effect it has on its environ-
ment through actuations.

2.2.6. FIESTA-IoT Ontology
The FIESTA-IoT Ontology43 [50] aims at creating

a lightweight ontology that achieves semantic inter-
operability among heterogeneous testbeds. The ontol-
ogy is focused on the description of the underlying
testbeds’ resource descriptions and the observations
gathered from their physical devices. Furthermore, the
design of the ontology is guided by the methodologies
of ontology reuse and mapping. Some of the reused
ontologies and taxonomies are the previous version of
the SSN ontology, M3-lite taxonomy (a lite version of
M3 ontology), Basic Geo WGS84 vocabulary, IoT-Lite
ontology, OWL-Time ontology, and DUL ontology.

The previous version of the SSN ontology has
a strong influence in FIESTA-IoT when describ-

38https://www.irit.fr/recherches/MELODI/
ontologies/SAN

39http://iserve.kmi.open.ac.uk/ns/msm
40http://www.wsmo.org/ns/hrests/
41https://www.irit.fr/recherches/MELODI/

ontologies/IoT-Lifecycle
42ttp://elite.polito.it/ontologies/poweront.

owl
43http://ontology.fiesta-iot.eu/

ontologyDocs/fiesta-iot/doc
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ing sensors and observations. The central class is
ssnx:Observation, which is related with ssnx:Sensor
who made it, the property it observes (qu:Quantity-
Kind) and the temporal and location context. Further-
more, the sensor is related with the unit of measure-
ment (qu:Unit) used to represent the observation value.

The IoT-Lite Ontology44 [51] is a lightweight on-
tology planned to be used by other independent plat-
forms in the open calls of H2020 project FIESTA-IoT.
It is an specialization of the previous SSN ontology de-
signed with a clear purpose of defining only the most
used terms when searching for IoT concepts in the con-
text of data analytics such as sensory data, location and
type. The ontology’s lightweight allows the represen-
tation and use of IoT platforms without consuming ex-
cessive processing time when querying the ontology.
However it is also an ontology that can be extended
in order to represent IoT concepts in a more detailed
way in different domains. The ontology is aimed to be
simple, as it is considered as one of its requirements,
and it is linked with other well-known and widely used
ontologies such as SWEET45 (Semantic Web for Earth
and Environmental Terminology) and the previous ver-
sion of the SSN.

IoT-Lite is built around the main three concepts
which, according to IoT-Lite authors, are necessary
in any ontology describing IoT: objects/entities, re-
sources/devices, and services. However, the coverage
of the ontology is limited to upper-level concepts,
rather than representing types of devices as subclasses
of ssnx:SensingDevice (e.g. thermometer) or units of
measurements as subclasses of qu:Unit (e.g. degrees
celsius).

Although the vocabularies used in IoT-Lite are
aligned with their generalized counterparts, the repre-
sentation of the key concepts in sensor-related environ-
ments (e.g. sensor, action and observation) is limited.

The M3-lite taxonomy46 is a light version of the M3
ontology [52], designed to meet FIESTA-IoT ontol-
ogy’s requirements. M3-lite follows a modular design
and provides links with other IoT-related ontologies to
facilitate interoperability. These links are represented
with the rdfs:seeAlso utility property.

The main purpose of the M3-lite taxonomy is to ex-
tend the representation of concepts that are not cov-
ered by the SSN ontology in a rather detailed way.

44http://www.w3.org/Submission/iot-lite/
45https://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/
46http://ontology.fiesta-iot.eu/

ontologyDocs/fiesta-iot/doc

In fact, M3-lite defines over 30 types of actuators (as
subclasses of iot-lite:ActuatingDevice), over 100 types
of sensors (as subclasses of ssnx:SensingDevice), over
170 types of quantities (as subclasses of qu:Quantity-
Kind) and over 90 classes of units of measure (as sub-
classes of qu:Unit). Furthermore, the scope of the tax-
onomy is not limited to a single domain. In fact, it cov-
ers 12 different IoT application domains.

2.2.7. SmartEnv Ontology
The SmartEnv ontology47 [53] proposes a generic

ontology for sensorized environments with at least one
inhabitant or user. The ontology is a network of 8 dif-
ferent ontology modules. Each module is represented
in the form of a pattern to modularize the proposed
solution, and it is represented as general as possible
avoiding strong dependencies between the modules to
manage the representational complexity of the ontol-
ogy. Furthermore, the modularization allows the up-
date of concepts with the minimum change propaga-
tion on the entire ontology, and individual patterns can
also be used in isolation for some specific reasoning
tasks (e.g., in order to avoid issues with reasoning com-
plexity or clashes in the relations to foundational on-
tologies). The basis of these ontology modules are ex-
tracted from the SOSA/SSN ontology and DUL ontol-
ogy, however with a number of specializations, either
in the form of extension of class hierarchies or updat-
ing links between concepts.

2.2.8. The S3N Ontology
The Semantic Smart Sensor Network (S3N) ontol-

ogy48 [54] is an extension of the SOSA/SSN ontology
to model the adaptation capabilities of Smart-Sensors
to different contexts of use. The concept of Smart-
Sensor is based on a sensor’s ability to acquire data
thanks to its embedded sensors, to process this data
thanks to the algorithms implemented by its microcon-
troller, to communicate indicator values, and to be re-
programmable and reconfigurable. The ontology de-
scribes Smart-Sensors, their different computation and
communication profiles, and the manner in which dif-
ferent algorithms are selected and loaded. The three
main classes introduced in the S3N are the following:

– s3n:MicroController: Representing compact inte-
grated circuits that consist of a processor, some

47https://w3id.org/smartenvironment/
smartenv.owl

48https://github.com/s3n-ontology/s3n/blob/
master/s3n.ttl

http://www.w3.org/Submission/iot-lite/
https://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/
http://ontology.fiesta-iot.eu/ontologyDocs/fiesta-iot/doc
http://ontology.fiesta-iot.eu/ontologyDocs/fiesta-iot/doc
https://w3id.org/smartenvironment/smartenv.owl
https://w3id.org/smartenvironment/smartenv.owl
https://github.com/s3n-ontology/s3n/blob/master/s3n.ttl
https://github.com/s3n-ontology/s3n/blob/master/s3n.ttl
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memory, and input/output peripheral on a single
chip, and it is designed to control a certain opera-
tion in an embedded system.

– s3n:CommunicatingSystem: Representing sys-
tems that enable the information exchange with
other systems on some network.

– s3n:SmartSensor: Representing Smart-Sensors,
which are composed of one or more basic sensors
with a microcontroller.

2.2.9. PROV-O
PROV-O49 [55] (PROVenance Ontology) is a light-

weight ontology that provides a set of classes, prop-
erties, and restrictions that can be used to represent
and interchange provenance information generated in
different systems and under different contexts. These
classes and properties are defined such that not only
they directly represent provenance information, but
they can also be specialized for modelling application-
specific provenance details in a variety of domains.

The following three classes represent the core of
PROV-O:

– An individual of prov:Entity is a physical, digital,
conceptual, or other kind of thing with some fixed
aspects; entities may be real or imaginary.

– An individual of prov:Activity is something that
occurs over a period of time and acts upon or
with entities; it may include consuming, process-
ing, transforming, modifying, relocating, using,
or generating entities.

– An individual of prov:Agent is something that
bears some form of responsibility for an activity
taking place, for the existence of an entity, or for
another agent’s activity.

2.3. Spatio-Temporal and Unit context ontologies

Observations and actuations are the central elements
of the problem tackled in this article, and their values
and result representation play an important role. Spa-
tial, temporal, and units of measurements of these val-
ues are a context information that may differ in na-
ture and granularity levels. Next, ontologies represent-
ing such context of observations and actuations are re-
viewed.

49https://www.w3.org/TR/prov-o/

2.3.1. Time
Since nearly everything is liable to undergo change,

the notion of time features in the discourse about
any subject. Many ontologies defining temporal con-
text exist [56,57,58,59,60], even though the most
commonly used ontology is the Time Ontology in
OWL50 [61] (OWL-Time).

OWL-Time is a W3C recommendation representing
temporal concepts for describing the temporal proper-
ties of resources. The vocabulary expresses facts about
topological relations among instants and intervals, to-
gether with information about durations and temporal
position including date-time information. Time posi-
tions and durations may be expressed using either the
conventional (Gregorian) calendar and clock, or using
another temporal reference system such as Unix-time,
geologic time, or different calendars.

2.3.2. Location
Together with time, spatial location is the other pri-

mary aspect that may help specifying a context. The
WGS84 Geo Position51 is a vocabulary for represent-
ing latitude, longitude and altitude information in the
WGS84 geodetic reference datum. Another approach
proposes a more detailed ontology to describe the loca-
tion of device-based services that occur in ubiquitous
computing environments [62]. GeoSPARQL [63] is
the OGC (Open Geospatial Consortium) standard that
not only defines an extension to the SPARQL query
language, but also defines a vocabulary for represent-
ing geospatial data in RDF.

2.3.3. Units of measurements
Units of measurement play a key role in many en-

gineering and scientific applications, and the correct
handling of the scale is of utmost importance in most
fields. Therefore, nowadays there are numerous on-
tologies describing units of measurement and their re-
lations. Keil et al. [64] evaluate and compare differ-
ent ontologies for modelling units of measurements
and one of the main findings is that reviewed ontolo-
gies use different terms to refer to the same concepts.
For instance, the concept “kind of quantity", is denoted
as “physical quality" by MUO52 (Measurement Units
Ontology), and as “quantity kind" by QU53 (Ontology
for Quantity Kinds and Units) and QUDT54 (Quanti-

50https://www.w3.org/TR/owl-time/
51https://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/
52http://idi.fundacionctic.org/muo/
53https://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/ssn/

ssnx/qu/qu.owl
54http://www.qudt.org/
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ties, Units, Dimensions and Data Types Ontologies).
OBOE55 (Extensible Observation Ontology), OM56

(Ontology of Units of Measure) and SWEET do not
provide an explicit class for this concept, but they
model the respective notions as subclasses of “physical
characteristic" (OBOE), “quantity" (OM), and “prop-
erty" (SWEET).

The use of any of the aforementioned ontologies
for representing observation results, means that quan-
tity values are usually represented as OWL individuals
linked to numeric values and a unit of measure. Next,
QUDT and another approach (which is not covered in
the aforementioned survey) are reviewed.

QUDT. QUDT57 is an initiative sponsored by the
NASA to formalize Quantities, Units of Measure, Di-
mensions and Types using ontologies. QUDT is or-
ganized as a catalogue of quantity kinds and units of
different disciplines (e.g. acoustics or climatology). A
quantity (qudt:Quantity) is the central element which
represents a measurement of an observable property of
a particular object, event or physical system. The quan-
tity is related with the context of the measurement, and
the underlying quantity kind remains independent of
any particular measurement. A quantity kind is distin-
guished from a quantity in that the former is a type
specifier, while the latter carries a value.

The dimensional approach of QUDT relates each
unit to a system of base units using numeric factors and
a vector of exponents defined over a set of fundamen-
tal dimensions. By this means, each base unit’s role is
precisely defined in the derived unit. Furthermore, this
allows reasoning over quantities as well as units.

Although at the moment of writing this article there
are efforts towards the development of a second ver-
sion of QUDT, these ontologies have only been partly
published.

The following triples would represent a 29◦C quan-
tity value in QUDT:

: temp01 r d f : t y p e qud t : Q u a n t i t y V a l u e ;
qud t : u n i t u n i t : D e g r e e C e l s i u s ;
qud t : numer icVa lue "29"^^ xsd : d ou b l e .

55https://code.ecoinformatics.org/code/
semtools/trunk/dev/oboe/

56http://www.ontology-of-units-of-measure.
org/page/om-2

57http://www.qudt.org/

UCUM Datatypes. The work presented by Lefran-
çois et al. [65] leverages UCUM (Unified Code of
Units of Measure), a code system which aims at in-
cluding units of measures currently used in interna-
tional sciences, engineering, and business.

This proposal is different to the rest of the aforemen-
tioned ontologies representing units of measurements
and related concepts. The proposed lexical space is
the concatenation of a xsd:decimal value, at least one
space, and a unit chosen from the case sensitive ver-
sion of the UCUM code system. The value space cor-
responds to the set of measures, or quantity values as
defined by the International Systems of Quantities. Us-
ing the UCUM datatypes requires only one triple to
link a quantity to a fully qualified value, which is a
reduction from the at least three triples needed in the
aforementioned proposals.

: temp01 s o s a : h a s S i m p l e R e s u l t
"29 Cel "^^ c d t : t e m p e r a t u r e .

Furthermore, custom mechanisms to canonicalize
literals based on external descriptions of units of mea-
surements are not required. Therefore, one of the main
advantages of the use of UCUM Datatypes lies in the
lighter datasets and simpler queries achieved. How-
ever, at the time of writing this article, this work has
not yet been implemented in the main RDF stores.

2.4. Discussion

Ontologies like ifcOWL are necessary to convey
data registered in standard formats (like IFC files) to
the semantic realm (like RDF files). These ontologies
enable the automatic conversion of big quantities of
data to leverage capabilities offered by the semantic
technologies. However, such ontologies may be inad-
equate for a direct use in some scenarios due to their
inconvenient, complex and often counter-intuitive con-
ceptualization of data for the task at hand.

The documentation of ontologies is an often over-
looked aspect, although potential users may be tempted
to design their own ontologies rather than reusing/re-
engineering an existing one when doubts about the
meaning of terms arise. As a matter of fact, it is of
utmost importance to provide proper descriptions of
the ontology itself (e.g. authors or licenses) as well
as of the classes and properties (e.g. labels and tex-
tual definitions) defined in the ontology if its reuse is
aimed. Specially in ontologies with a high number of
classes and/or properties a lack of careful documen-

https://code.ecoinformatics.org/code/semtools/trunk/dev/oboe/
https://code.ecoinformatics.org/code/semtools/trunk/dev/oboe/
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tation with explanatory descriptions of the intended
meanings of their terms becomes a hurdle to their
reuse. This situation may be present in ontologies such
as DogOnt, ThinkHome, ifcOWL and Brick. Worse
still, the lack of public access to ontologies, as it hap-
pens with EEOnt, makes them impossible to analize or
reuse.

A trend towards a pattern-based design tends to pro-
duce modular ontologies that are more understandable
and more easily extended or reengineered when nec-
essary. The initial SSN ontology may be an example
of this pattern-based design, and IoT-O and FIESTA-
IoT ontologies may be considered extensions of such
initial SSN. Moreover, when some undesirable design
decisions on the original SSN were spotted, its reengi-
neering to the new SOSA/SSN ontology was clearly
affordable. ODPs promote the conceptualization of
concise and simple ideas that may ease the usage, reuse
and extension of ontologies. For instance, SmartEnv
and S3N were developed as SOSA/SSN extensions.
SEAS and BOT are other representative ontologies of
this pattern-based design. Furthermore, SOSA/SSN,
SEAS, and BOT are presented with a nice documenta-
tion.

Sometimes vocabularies play a similar role to cata-
logues. In such cases, a clear definition of the desired
scope, a well explained criteria for the term hierarchy
and classification, and a comprehensive coverage of
the needed concepts makes a difference. The M3-lite
taxonomy can be considered an example of these vo-
cabularies.

Finally, the explicit alignment of terms from differ-
ent ontologies as well as the mapping to upper-level
ontologies promotes interoperability. More compre-
hensive alignments are favoured between clearly con-
ceptualized and well documented ontologies. BOT of-
fers a set of mappings to other domain ontologies such
as ifcOWL, Brick, and DogOnt. Both SOSA/SSN and
SEAS publish collections of precise mapping files to
other related ontologies. As for SAREF, it is claimed
to be aligned with other ontologies, even though these
alignments are a set of concept pairings in an Excel
sheet without an explicit indication of the precise rela-
tionship between each pair of concepts.

Summarizing, a concise representation of appropri-
ate concepts, covering an adequately limited scope, ac-
companied by a well explained documentation, and
augmented with the proper and most complete align-
ment with other related and upper level ontologies,
definitely contribute to the reuse of an ontology.

3. The EEPSA Ontology

Towards the incorporation of the Semantic Tech-
nologies in the assistant that supports data analysts
through the KDD process, it is of utmost importance to
rely on proper ontologies and vocabularies that codify
the required knowledge and enables a proper annota-
tion of the data. Previous sections introduced the main
areas of discourse of the problem at hand and moti-
vated the need of an ontology that may be the corner-
stone of such an assistant.

This section describes the EEPSA (Energy Ef-
ficiency Prediction Semantic Assistant) ontology58

which focuses on energy efficiency and thermal com-
fort in buildings but it is aimed at being reusable and
easily customizable for other use cases in similar do-
mains.

3.1. Ontology Development Methodology

Ontologies must be carefully designed and im-
plemented, as these tasks have a direct impact on
their final quality. Therefore, the use of well-founded
ontology development methodologies (e.g. On-To-
Knowledge [66] and DILIGENT [67]) is advised. For
the development of the EEPSA ontology, the NeOn
Methodology [68] was followed mainly because it
does not prescribe a rigid workflow but instead it sug-
gests a variety of paths. The NeOn Methodology com-
prises 9 scenarios supporting different aspects of the
ontology development process, and for the EEPSA on-
tology the following scenarios were applied:

– Scenario 1: From specification to implementa-
tion. In this scenario, the OSRD (Ontology Re-
quirement Specification Document [69]) was cre-
ated, which collected the ontology purpose, its in-
tended users, and the set of ontology requirements
in the form of Competency Questions (CQ). For
building and maintaining the ontology, the Pro-
tégé59 [70] tool version 5.1.0 was used and for
managing the different versions of the ontology,
the Git version-control system.

– Scenario 7: Reusing ontology design patterns.
In this scenario, existing ODPs were reviewed
(e.g. from the ODP repository OntologyDesign-
Patterns.org60). Since existing ODPs could not

58https://w3id.org/eepsa
59https://protege.stanford.edu/
60http://ontologydesignpatterns.org

https://w3id.org/eepsa
https://protege.stanford.edu/
http://ontologydesignpatterns.org
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satisfy the requirements captured in the OSRD, a
set of basic ODPs were developed. These ODPs
were used as building blocks on top of whom the
rest of the EEPSA ontology was developed.

– Scenario 3: Reusing ontological resources and
Scenario 4: Reusing and re-engineering ontologi-
cal resources. The reuse of ontological resources
built by others that have already reached some
degree of consensus is a good practice in ontol-
ogy development processes [71]. In this scenario,
a set of ontologies were reviewed, assessed and
compared to decide whether they were suitable
for reuse. In some cases, these ontologies were
re-engineered prior to their reuse.

The following competency questions summarize ba-
sic requirements for assisting data analysts through a
KDD process for solving energy efficiency and ther-
mal comfort problems in buildings. Therefore, the de-
velopment of a core ontology that satisfies them is a
prime task.

– CQ01: What are the qualities that influence a fea-
ture of interest?

– CQ02: What are the qualities that affect a given
quality of a feature of interest?

– CQ03: Which feature of interest does a given
quality belong to?

– CQ04: What are the observations/actuations per-
formed by a given procedure?

– CQ05: What are the observations/actuations per-
formed by a given sensor/actuator?

– CQ06: What are the procedures implemented by
a given sensor/actuator?

– CQ07: What are the features of interest on a given
observation/actuation?

– CQ08: What are the qualities sensed/actuated by
a given observations/actuations?

– CQ09: What are the features of interest of a given
sensor/actuator?

– CQ10: What are the qualities sensed/actuated by
a given sensor/actuator?

– CQ11: Which is the value of an observation?
– CQ12: When was an actuation generated?
– CQ13: For what time interval or instant is valid

an observation?
– CQ14: For what spatial location is valid an obser-

vation?

For each competency question CQn, a twin compe-
tency question CQni can be considered, which consists
in rephrasing the question in the opposite direction.

For instance, CQ01i would be defined as “What is the
feature of interest influenced by a given quality?". In
terms of a SPARQL query, it means that the query vari-
able is moved from the subject position to the object
position, or the other way round, in the triple pattern.

3.2. Developing the EEPSA ontology on top of ODPs

In ontology development processes, recurrent de-
sign problems may arise. Indeed, these problems may
happen during the ontology conceptualization activ-
ity, the ontology formalization activity, or during the
ontology implementation activity. An ODP is a mod-
elling solution to solve this kind of problems [72].
Ideally, ODPs should be extensible but self-contained,
minimize ontological commitments to foster reuse, ad-
dress one or more explicit requirements (such as use
cases or competency questions), be associatable to an
ontology unit test, be the representation of a core no-
tion in a domain of expertise, be alignable to other pat-
terns, span more than one application area or domain,
address a single invariant instead of targeting multiple
reocurring issues at the same time, follow established
modelling best practices, and so forth [73].

Developing the EEPSA ontology on top of ODPs
was found convenient due to the great flexibility pro-
vided by this modelling solution, which allows a
proper segmentation of the intended conceptualization.
In this case, the considered CQs were divided in three
subsets: {CQ01, CQ02, CQ03}, {CQ04, CQ05, CQ06,
CQ07, CQ08, CQ09, CQ10} and {CQ11, CQ12,
CQ13, CQ14}. In order to solve each of those subsets,
an ODP was defined. The proposed ODPs are inspired
by existing ontologies and ODPs which address simi-
lar CQs but they do not fully satisfy those previously
enumerated.

Even though these ODPs are motivated by energy
efficiency and thermal comfort problems in buildings,
they are designed to be applicable to similar problems
in different use cases. Therefore, for each ODP a set
of alignments or mappings are developed. These align-
ments target domain ontologies as well as upper-level
ontologies, as setting mappings to a common upper
ontology alleviates integration problems [11], helps to
ensure clarity in modelling and avoids errors that have
unintended reasoning implications [46]. These align-
ments are kept in separate files and are available on-
line in each ODP’s documentation page. Furthermore,
an instantiation example of each ODP is shown in Ap-
pendix A, along with SPARQL queries that solve some
CQs.
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Next, the three proposed ODPs are presented: the
AffectedBy ODP61, the EEP (Execution-Executor-
Procedure) ODP62 and the RC (Result-Context) ODP63.

3.2.1. The AffectedBy ODP
Data analysts dealing with energy efficiency prob-

lems in buildings would benefit from a resource that
supports the discovery of relevant variables that af-
fect the environment of a given space or another fea-
ture of interest. Any of these variables will be rep-
resented as qualities of a feature of interest. Specif-
ically, the competency questions CQ01, CQ02 and
CQ03 must be considered. Therefore, the conceptu-
alization must include classes representing features
of interest (aff:FeatureOfInterest) and their qualities
(aff:Quality).

The SOSA/SSN ontology contains a building block
that may be useful for this matter. However, an inade-
quacy was spotted. The ssn:Property class is textually
defined as “a quality of an entity. An aspect of an entity
that is intrinsic to and cannot exist without the entity".
Furthermore, the ssn:Property class is linked to the
sosa:FeatureOfInterest class with the ssn:isPropertyOf
object property. Nevertheless, this object property is
not functional, so the following triples can be found in
a triple set annotated with SOSA/SSN terms:

: t e m p e r a t u r e r d f : t y p e s s n : P r o p e r t y ;
s s n : i s P r o p e r t y O f : room03 .

: room03 r d f : t y p e s o s a : F e a t u r e O f I n t e r e s t .

: t e m p e r a t u r e s s n : i s P r o p e r t y O f : room07 .
: room07 r d f : t y p e s o s a : F e a t u r e O f I n t e r e s t .

: room03 owl : d i f f e r e n t F r o m : room07 .

According to the aforementioned ssn:Property’s
class textual definition, individual :temperature is in-
trinsic to and cannot exist without the existence of in-
dividual :room03. However, the triples shown contra-
dict such definition because the individual :tempera-
ture is a quality of different entities (namely a quality
of individual :room03 and individual :room07).

A recent publication about the SOSA/SSN ontol-
ogy [45] is aware of this possibility and explicitly
expresses that “multiple observations across different
features of interest or by different sensors or both
can measure the same generic feature". The publica-

61https://w3id.org/affectedBy
62https://w3id.org/eep
63https://w3id.org/rc

tion also recognizes the choice to represent observable
properties as inherent characteristics specific to a fea-
ture of interest. Therefore, the SOSA/SSN ontology
allow different ways of modelling observable proper-
ties and it is expected that “communities and applica-
tions to develop their own approaches to building cat-
alogues of observable properties and choosing appro-
priate levels of specificity". However, the fact that dif-
ferent stakeholders adopt different modelling options
may derive in interoperability problems.

This issue is tackled in the SEAS Feature of In-
terest ontology, where an ODP to describe features
of interest and their qualities is defined. In this pat-
tern, the seas:isPropertyOf object property links a
seas:Property (which is equivalent to the class ssn:Pro-
perty) to a seas:FeatureOfInterest (which is equiv-
alent to the class sosa:FeatureOfInterest), and it is
declared as subproperty of ssn:isPropertyOf. How-
ever, seas:isPropertyOf is functional. Therefore, it
represents more faithfully the textual definition of
ssn:Property.

The AffectedBy ODP defines the aff:belongsTo ob-
ject property as functional to support the notion that a
quality is intrinsic to the feature of interest to which it
belongs. It is defined with aff:Quality as domain and
aff:FeatureOfInterest as range, and it solves CQ03.
Furthermore, the following axiom formalizes that ev-
ery quality belongs to a feature of interest:

aff:Quality v ∃aff:belongsTo.aff:FeatureOfInterest .

The SEAS Feature of Interest ontology also defines
the seas:derivesFrom object property which links a
seas:Property to another seas:Property it derives from.
This object property is defined as a symmetric prop-
erty. However, this constraint is unnecessary for the
use case considered in this article and sometimes even
inappropriate. For instance, the temperature of indi-
vidual :room03 may derive from the occupancy of the
room, but the occupancy does not necessarily derive
from the temperature of the room.

In order to tackle this specific issue and to solve
CQ02, the aff:affectedBy object property is introduced.
This property has class aff:Quality both as its domain
and its range, and plays a slightly different role com-
pared with seas:derivesFrom. In fact, aff:affectedBy is
declared to be transitive.

In addition, the SEAS Feature of Interest ontology
contains a textual comment that, although relevant, it
is not materialized as an axiom. It is intended that:

https://w3id.org/affectedBy
https://w3id.org/eep
https://w3id.org/rc
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Fig. 1. The AffectedBy ODP. (F) represents functional and (T) transitive properties.

seas:hasProperty ◦ seas:derivesFrom v seas:has-
Property .

The inconvenience of adding such a property chain
axiom is that seas:hasProperty and its inverse become
non-simple object properties and therefore they can-
not be used in cardinality constraint expressions due to
undecidability issues.

In order to solve CQ01, the object property aff:in-
fluencedBy64 with aff:FeatureOfInterest as its domain
and aff:Quality as its range is introduced, alongside
with the next property chain axiom:

aff:influencedBy ◦ aff:affectedBy v aff:influencedBy .

In contrast to the aforementioned SEAS case, the
selected set of axioms in the AffectedBy ODP do not
cause any undecidability problem.

Finally, the property axiom representing that aff:be-
longsTo is subproperty of the inverse of aff:influencedBy
is introduced in the AffectedBy ODP.

A diagram of the AffectedBy ODP is shown in Fig-
ure 1.

AffectedBy ODP Alignments. The AffectedBy ODP
is aligned with the SOSA/SSN ontology and the SEAS
Feature of Interest ontology. Furthermore, it is mapped
with the upper-level DUL ontology. These alignments
are kept in separate files and are available online in
the AffectedBy ODP’s documentation page https:
//w3id.org/affectedBy.

64In the previous version of the AffectedBy ODP [74] this object
property was named aff:hasQuality. However, it was renamed after
aff:influencedBy to avoid misleading interpretations.

3.2.2. The EEP ODP
Another interesting information for data analysts

working on energy efficiency and thermal comfort
problems in buildings could addressed by CQ04,
CQ05, CQ06, CQ07, CQ08, CQ09 and CQ10. These
CQs are the requirements considered for the EEP ODP.

It may be questionable why competency questions
related to results of observations or actuations are dis-
regarded in this ODP, specially because it is common
to include this information as parameters of observa-
tions or actuations. However, there are some modelling
alternatives such as the SEAS Evaluation ontology,
where the qualification of the value of a seas:Property
is preferred. Moreover, different conceptualizations of
the result and their spatio-temporal context may be
conceived depending on the application. This is the ra-
tionale behind designing a separate ODP (presented in
the next subsection) to represent result-related matters.
Such a design intends to improve the reusability of the
proposal, allowing users to easily replace such ODP if
they are not satisfied with its modelling decision.

The aforementioned CQs (CQ04 to CQ10) have
been tackled by the SOSA/SSN ontology. However, a
set of triples annotated with SOSA/SSN (for instance
the set shown in Figure 2) cannot properly solve a
question like CQ10i: which is the sensor that observes
the temperature of :room07?

: s e n s o r 1 s o s a : madeObse rva t ion : obs1 ;
s o s a : o b s e r v e s : t e m p e r a t u r e .

: t e m p e r a t u r e s s n : i s P r o p e r t y O f : room03 .
: obs1 s o s a : h a s F e a t u r e O f I n t e r e s t : room03 .

: s e n s o r 2 s o s a : madeObse rva t ion : obs2 ;
s o s a : o b s e r v e s : t e m p e r a t u r e .

https://w3id.org/affectedBy
https://w3id.org/affectedBy
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Fig. 2. A SOSA/SSN annotated set of triples.

: t e m p e r a t u r e s s n : i s P r o p e r t y O f : room07 .
: obs2 s o s a : h a s F e a t u r e O f I n t e r e s t : room07 .

: s e n s o r 1 s o s a : madeObse rva t ion : obs3 ;
s o s a : o b s e r v e s : h u m i d i t y .

: h u m i d i t y s s n : i s P r o p e r t y O f : room07 .
: obs3 s o s a : h a s F e a t u r e O f I n t e r e s t : room07 .

The rationale behind this issue is that there is no
property directly linking sensors to features of interest,
and moreover, composition of properties that link them
through the sosa:Observation class are not sufficiently
constrained.

The SEAS PEP ontology generalizes the core con-
cepts of SOSA/SSN (i.e. Observation, Actuation, Sen-
sor, Actuator, and Procedure). The proposed Execution-
Executor-Procedure (EEP) ODP is an adaptation of the
PEP ontology to fully satisfy the required competency
questions, overcoming the indicated weaknesses about
SOSA/SSN.

The EEP ODP imports the AffectedBy ODP along-
side with its notion that a quality is intrinsic to the fea-
ture of interest it belongs to. Apart from the two classes
imported from the AffectedBy ODP (i.e. aff:Fea-
tureOfInterest and aff:Quality), the EEP ODP consists
of three more classes: eep:Execution, eep:Executor,
and eep:Procedure (see Figure 3). An individual of
eep:Execution is an event upon a quality of a feature
of interest, produced by an agent by performing a pro-
cedure. As for an individual of eep:Executor, it is an
agent capable of performing tasks by following pro-
cedures. Lastly, an individual of eep:Procedure is a
description of some actions to be executed by agents.

Note that individuals of class eep:Execution can be
abstractly represented by a ternary relationship of its

executor, the procedure used to produce the execu-
tion, and the quality of the feature of interest being
considered. Accordingly, the class eep:Execution is
the domain of the three functional object properties:
eep:madeBy, eep:usedProcedure, and eep:onQuality.
Moreover the following axioms are introduced:

eep:Execution v ∃eep:madeBy.epp:Executor,
eep:Execution v ∃eep:onQuality.eep:Quality, and
eep:Execution v ∃eep:usedProcedure.eep:Procedure

The object property eep:madeBy links an execution
to the agent that performs the action; the object prop-
erty eep:usedProcedure links an execution to the pro-
cedure that describes the task to be performed; and
the object property eep:onQuality links an execution
to the quality concerned by the execution. These three
functional object properties jointly with the functional
aff:belongsTo form the backbone of the EEP ODP.

The remaining object properties are: eep:implements,
linking executors to procedures; eep:hasFeatureOfInte-
rest, linking executions to features of interest; eep:for-
Quality, linking executors to qualities; and eep:forFea-
tureOfInterest, linking executors to features of interest.
The values of all of them are inferred by the values
of the four functional properties that form the back-
bone, due to the corresponding property chain axioms
included in the EEP ODP:

eep:madeBy-1 ◦ eep:usedProcedurev eep:implements,
eep:onQuality ◦ eep:belongsTo v eep:hasFeature-
OfInterest,
eep:madeBy-1 ◦ eep:onQuality v eep:forQuality, and
eep:forQuality ◦ eep:belongsTo v eep:forFeature-
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Fig. 3. The Execution-Executor-Procedure (EEP) ODP. (F) represents functional and (T) transitive properties.

OfInterest .

EEP ODP Alignments. The EEP ODP is aligned
with the SOSA/SSN ontology, the PEP ontology and
PROV-O. Furthermore, it is mapped to the upper-level
DUL ontology. These alignments are kept in separate
files and are available online in the EEP ODP’s docu-
mentation page https://w3id.org/eep.

3.2.3. The RC ODP
Although the AffectedBy and EEP ODPs alleviate

much of the data analysts’ information needs, they may
still require from data representing the results of the
executions and their contexts. For example: which is
the value of an observation? Or when was an actuation
performed? This information may be collected answer-
ing the competency questions CQ11, CQ12, CQ13 and
CQ14.

Every ontology or ontology network covering ob-
servations or actuations need to take into account the
representation of these actions’ results. For instance,
the SOSA/SSN ontology uses the sosa:hasResult ob-
ject property, the IoT Application Profile (IoT-AP)
ontology65 [75] uses iotap:hasObservationValue and
om-lite uses om-lite:result object property. Values of
these properties can be complex objects that usu-
ally include units of measurement, the measurement

65http://stlab.istc.cnr.it/IoT-AP/IoT-AP.
rdf, not available at the moment of writing this article.

value, and some other optional parameters. How-
ever, sometimes a simple representation with a literal
type value may suffice. In order to tackle these situ-
ations SOSA/SSN proposes the sosa:hasSimpleResult
datatype property. Furthermore, properties represent-
ing results are typically associated to observations and
actuations, even though there are alternative modelling
options. For instance, in the SEAS ontology network,
the SEAS Evaluation ontology associates seas:value
and seas:simpleValue properties to the seas:Property
class.

With respect to the proposed Result-Context (RC)
ODP (shown in Figure 4), the representation of both
complex and simple results is modelled with the ob-
ject property rc:hasResult and the datatype property
rc:hasSimpleResult respectively. This way, CQ11 is
solved.

There are occasions in which parameters referring
to temporal and spatial aspects may be necessary to
qualify a result. Regarding the representation of tem-
poral aspects, the SOSA/SSN ontology distinguishes
between the time when the result of an observation,
actuation, or sampling applies to the feature of inter-
est (with the object property sosa:phenomenonTime)
and the instant of time when such an observation, ac-
tuation or sampling was completed (with the datatype
property sosa:resultTime). The phenomenon time is
specified with an individual of OWL-Time ontology’s
time:TemporalEntity class as it may be either an in-
stant, an interval of time, or even a temporal complex.

https://w3id.org/eep
http://stlab.istc.cnr.it/IoT-AP/IoT-AP.rdf
http://stlab.istc.cnr.it/IoT-AP/IoT-AP.rdf
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Fig. 4. The Result-Context (RC) ODP.

Meanwhile, the result time describes an instant repre-
sented with xsd:dateTime. As for the SEAS Evaluation
ontology, the temporal context is modelled with the
seas:hasTemporalContext object property that links an
evaluation with its temporal entity modelled as an in-
dividual of time:TemporalEntity. Furthermore, PROV-
O also enables the representation of temporal con-
text. Specifically, the prov:generatedAtTime datatype
property allows representing the completion of pro-
duction of a new entity, which would be similar to the
sosa:resultTime datatype property.

With respect to the RC ODP, it defines two prop-
erties: rc:hasGenerationTime which is equivalent to
sosa:resultTime, and rc:hasTemporalContext which is
equivalent to sosa:PhenomenonTime. These defini-
tions solve CQ12 and CQ13 respectively.

When using the SOSA/SSN ontology, spatial as-
pects of an observation/actuation/sampling are ex-
pected to be associated with the feature of interest,
the sensor/actuator/sampler or the platform on which
they are mounted. However, the representation of this
association is not covered by the ontology itself, and
has to be made by deferring to external ontologies. By
contrast, the SEAS Evaluation ontology leans towards
a modelling option which is similar to the temporal
aspect. Namely, it defines the seas:hasSpatialContext
that links an evaluation to its spatial validity context
represented as an individual of geo:SpatialThing class.

In the RC ODP, the rc:hasSpatialContext object
property has been defined. It plays seas:hasSpatialCon-
text property’s same role, but it has eep:Execution class
as domain, and geo:SpatialThing as range. This object
property solves CQ14.

RC ODP Alignments. The RC ODP is aligned with
the SOSA/SSN and PROV-O ontologies. These align-
ments are kept in separate files and are available on-

line in the RC ODP’s documentation page https:
//w3id.org/rc.

The RC ODP is designed as an horizontal extension
of the EEP ODP. But, there are cases where data ana-
lysts may require from both ODPs so they need to be
used jointly. For example:

– CQ15: Which is the temperature value of room 03
on 2018-11-20 at 16:00?

These three ODPs are the cornerstone of the EEPSA
ontology. As a matter of fact, the classes defined by
the AffectedBy and EEP ODPs act as stub classes, and
for each of them an ontology module is developed.
The EEPSA ontology is the addition of the follow-
ing ontological resources: the three ODPs presented
(AffectedBy, EEP and RC), five ontology modules
specializing the stub classes defined by these ODPs
(FoI4EEPSA, Q4EEPSA, P4EEPSA, EXR4EEPSA
and EXN4EEPSA), and an ontology module contain-
ing expert knowledge (EK4EEPSA).

3.3. Ontology Modules

The modularization of ontologies consists in parti-
tioning them into independent self-contained knowl-
edge components. A modular approach brings bene-
fits such as the flexibility for component reuse [76],
the support for more efficient query answering [77],
and the enhancement of components change and evo-
lution [78].

When an already existing ontology is large and
monolithic, it needs to be splitted up in order to ben-
efit from the mentioned advantages. There are differ-
ent techniques that perform ontology partitioning by
dividing an ontology into a set of significant mod-
ules that together form the original ontology. However,
there is no universal way to modularize an ontology
and the choice of a particular technique or approach
should be guided by the requirements of the applica-
tion or use case [79].

In order to avoid performing ontology modulariza-
tion techniques in the future, modularization is advised
to be implemented from an early ontology develop-
ment stage. The EEPSA ontology is modularized by
design. Next, the EEPSA ontology modules are pre-
sented.

3.3.1. FoI4EEPSA (Feature of Interest for EEPSA
ontology module)

This ontology module covers the knowledge spe-
cializing the aff:FeatureOfInterest class for the EEPSA

https://w3id.org/rc
https://w3id.org/rc
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Ontology. In the context of this article, a feature of in-
terest is understood as an abstraction of a real world
phenomena (object, event, etc). A feature of interest is
then described in terms of its qualities, which are qual-
ifiable, quantifiable, observable or operable.

In particular, the FoI4EEPSA ontology module66

tries to tackle CQs such as the following:

– CQ16: Which building does a given space belong
to?

– CQ17: How many spaces does a building have?
– CQ18: In which storey is a given space located?

Different ontologies that cover the representation
of the building domain were reviewed in section 2.1,
and finally BOT was considered to be reused for basic
building topology descriptions.

As for representing building elements, which are
also an important part of the domain at hand, the
FoI4EEPSA ontology module needs to solve the fol-
lowing CQs:

– CQ19: Which space does a given door belong to?
– CQ20: How many windows does a given space

have?
– CQ21: Is a window adjacent to outdoors?

To this end, the PRODUCT ontology was consid-
ered. PRODUCT (which at the moment of writing
this article is still under development) has a much
wider coverage scope than the needed, so its impor-
tation would result in increasing EEPSA ontology’s
size with unnecessary concepts. Therefore, following
the simplicity goal of the EEPSA ontology, importing
PRODUCT was discarded. Instead, a set of building
elements identified in the EEPSA ontology require-
ments were defined, such as doors (foi4eepsa:Door)
and windows (foi4eepsa:Window). Furthermore, a
class foi4eepsa:ExternalBuildingElement was defined
to represent building elements that face outdoors.
This representation mimics the approach followed by
EEOnt, and allows the representation of doors and
windows that open to the outdoor (via foi4eepsa:Exter-
nalDoor and foi4eepsa:ExternalWindow classes), as
well as external walls (foi4eepsa:ExternalWall). These
new terms defined in FoI4EEPSA are mapped to the
related PRODUCT ontology terms. PRODUCT is in
turn aligned with the IFC4 Addendum 2 standard,
making the FoI4EEPSA ontology module interopera-
ble.

66https://w3id.org/eepsa/foi4eepsa

Last but not least, information related to the build-
ing context is also an important aspect. Namely,
FoI4EEPSA has to solve the following CQs:

– CQ22: Which is the intended use of the building?
– CQ23: When was the building built?
– CQ24: Which is the gross floor area of the build-

ing?

IFC presents a comprehensive collection of prop-
erty sets (known as PSETs) for describing different as-
pects of building and building-related context. How-
ever, the conceptualization of these properties in if-
cOWL as instances of classes (e.g. ifc:IfcIdentifier or
ifc:IfcLabel) is counterintuitive to semantic web prin-
ciples that would expect OWL properties to repre-
sent them. Therefore, inspired by the semantic trans-
formations proposed by Mendes de Farias et al. [21],
FoI4EEPSA defines a re-engineering of the relevant
properties contained in IFC PSET Building Common
and IFC PSET Building collections. Namely, con-
cepts such as foi4eepsa:hasYearOfConstruction are
used to represent the construction year of a building,
and foi4eepsa:hasMarketCategory to define the type
of use of the building (e.g. residential or commercial).

3.3.2. Q4EEPSA (Quality for EEPSA ontology
module)

This ontology module covers the knowledge spe-
cializing the aff:Quality class, which refers to qualities
or aspects of a feature of interest that are intrinsic to
and cannot exist without the feature of interest.

In particular, the Q4EEPSA ontology module67 tries
to tackle CQs such as the following:

– CQ25: Which are the actuatable qualities?
– CQ26: Which are the predictable qualities?
– CQ27: Which are the thermal comfort qualities?

In Q4EEPSA two categories of qualities are differ-
entiated. On the one hand, observable qualities of a
feature of interest defined by the class q4eepsa:Obser-
vableQuality. Bearing in mind the conceptualization
of observation proposed by the O&M model followed
by the EEPSA ontology, this class comprises quali-
ties that can be observed, estimated and even fore-
casted. On the other hand, qualities of a feature of
interest that can be acted on, defined by the class
q4eepsa:ActuatableQuality. Qualities that are relevant
for the EEPSA’s domain of discourse are classified at
least in one of the aforementioned classes. Likewise,

67https://w3id.org/eepsa/q4eepsa

https://w3id.org/eepsa/foi4eepsa
https://w3id.org/eepsa/q4eepsa
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Fig. 5. Overview of the classes defined in Q4EEPSA (visualized in
Protégé).

qualities that belong to these categories are also clas-
sified into orthogonal groups according to dimensions
like their area of interest.

Meteorological qualities such as the solar radia-
tion (q4eepsa:SolarRadiation) or the cloud coverage
(q4eepsa:CloudCover), are defined as subclasses of
q4eepsa:MeteorologicalQuality, which are observable
but not actuatable as defined with the following axiom:

q4eepsa:MeteorologicalQuality v
q4eepsa:ObservableQuality
u ¬q4eepsa:ActuatableQuality .

Qualities related with the thermal comfort within a
space such as indoor temperature (q4eepsa:IndoorTem-
perature) and indoor humidity (q4eepsa:IndoorHumi-
dity) are represented as subclasses of q4eepsa:Thermal-
ComfortQuality. These qualities can be observed and
acted on. Furthermore, qualities related to the resource
consumption such as water consumption (q4eepsa:Wa-
terConsumption) or electric generation (q4eepsa:Elec-
tricGeneration), are also defined. These concepts are
described as subclasses of q4eepsa:ResourceConsump-
tionQuality, which is observable. However, even though
it can be indirectly actuated on (for example with con-
sumption restriction strategies), a consumption is not
directly actuatable, so that it is not categorised as a
subclass of q4eepsa:ActuatableQuality. Some of the
mentioned classes are reengineered and reused from
the M3-lite taxonomy because it contains a great set of
well-organized quality classes.

The Q4EEPSA ontology module is aligned with re-
lated ontologies such as SAREF and the SEAS Generic
Property ontology68.

Figure 5 shows an overview of the main Q4EEPSA
classes.

3.3.3. P4EEPSA (Procedure for EEPSA ontology
module)

This ontology module covers the knowledge spe-
cializing the eep:Procedure class, which represents
workflows, protocols, plans, algorithms, or computa-
tional methods specifying how to produce an event.

In particular, the P4EEPSA ontology module69 tries
to tackle CQs such as the following:

– CQ28: What are the actuating procedures?
– CQ29: What are the predictive procedures?
– CQ30: What are the imputation procedures?

P4EEPSA represents four types of procedures:
actuating procedures (p4eepsa:ActuatingProecedure)
specifying how to act on an event; sensing procedures
(p4eepsa:SensingProcedure) specifying how to sense
an event; imputation procedures (p4eepsa:Imputation-
Procedure) specifying how to impute an event; and
predictive procedures (p4eepsa:PredictiveProcedure)
specifying how to predict an event. Such a classifica-
tion of procedures is a requirement of the data analyst
assistant.

3.3.4. EXR4EEPSA (Executor for EEPSA ontology
module)

This ontology module covers the knowledge spe-
cializing the eep:Executor class, which represents
agents that produce an event by implementing a proce-
dure.

The EXR4EEPSA ontology module 70 tries to tackle
CQs such as the following:

– CQ31: Which type of sensor is a given sensor?
– CQ32: Is a given executor a window actuator?
– CQ33: Is a given executor a predictive model?

EXR4EEPSA concepts are categorised in four dif-
ferent classes: sensors, actuators, predictive models
and imputation methods. exr4eepsa:Sensor represents
agents that implement a procedure to sense a change
in a real world’s quality. Following SOSA/SSN’s con-
ceptualization, a sensor is not necessarily a physical

68https://w3id.org/seas/
GenericPropertyOntology

69https://w3id.org/eepsa/p4eepsa
70https:/w3id.org/eepsa/exr4eepsa

https://w3id.org/seas/GenericPropertyOntology
https://w3id.org/seas/GenericPropertyOntology
https://w3id.org/eepsa/p4eepsa
https:/w3id.org/eepsa/exr4eepsa
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device, and it can also be virtual, or even a human be-
ing. Sensors are classified in two main classes: meters
and environment sensors. On the one hand, the class
exr4eepsa:UtilityMeter defines a set of meters observ-
ing the water, heat, gas or electricity consumption, as
well as meters for observing the energy generated (e.g.
from photovoltaic panels). On the other hand, sensors
observing environment conditions include anenome-
ters (exr4eepsa:Anenometer) for sensing wind speed
and humidity sensors (exr4eepsa:HumiditySensor).
Furthermore, these environment sensors include the
exr4eepsa:AirQualitySensor subclass comprising agents
sensing air pollution and gases in the surrounding area
(e.g. exr4eepsa:CO2Sensor).

exr4eepsa:Actuator represents agents that imple-
ment a procedure to act on a real world quality.
This concept is more general than seas:Actuator, iot-
lite:ActuatingDevice or sosa:Actuator since, similarly
to sensors, the agent does not necessarily need to be a
device or a physical element. It can be for example a
software that switches on or off a light bulb. This class
includes a set of common actuators for an energy effi-
ciency problem in tertiary buildings, such as door actu-
ators (exr4eepsa:DoorActuator) and window actuators
(exr4eepsa:WindowActuator).

EXR4EEPSA is not aimed at making an exhaus-
tive representation of different types of sensors and
actuators. Instead, it focuses on describing sensors
and actuators that are recurrent to energy efficiency
and thermal comfort problems in buildings. Fur-
thermore, two additional high-level class of execu-
tors are defined in EXR4EEPSA. The first one is
exr:PredictiveModel, representing agents that imple-
ment a predictive modelling procedure to forecast un-
known or future outcomes. The second one, the class
exr:ImputationMethod, describes agents that imple-
ment a procedure to compute an estimation of missing
values.

Some of these classes are inspired by the M3-
lite taxonomy. However, they are not reused because
they do not represent the same sensors/actuators (e.g.
M3-lite represents only physical sensors, while in the
context of EXR4EEPSA sensors are not necessarily
physical objects). Some other classes are reengineered
and reused from the SEAS Smart Meter ontology71.
Furthermore, the EXR4EEPSA ontology module is
aligned with these two related domain ontologies.

71https://w3id.org/seas/SmartMeterOntology

3.3.5. EXN4EEPSA (Execution for EEPSA ontology
module)

This ontology module covers the knowledge spe-
cializing the eep:Execution class. This class represents
events or actions made by an agent executing a task
implemented by a procedure with respect to a quality
of a feature of interest.

In particular, the EXN4EEPSA ontology module72

tries to tackle CQs such as the following:

– CQ34: Is a given execution an actuation?
– CQ35: Is a given execution an observation?
– CQ36: What are the imputed observations?

To that end, this ontology module defines three main
concepts: an observation (exn4eepsa:Observation),
which is an execution made by an executor to es-
timate or calculate a quality of a feature of inter-
est; an actuation (exn4eepsa:Actuation) which is an
execution made by an executor to act upon a qual-
ity of a feature of interest; and a missing value
(exn4eepsa:MissingValue), which happens when exe-
cutions are empty or null in attributes where a value
should have been recorded. Likewise, an observation
can be predicted or forecasted (exn4eepsa:Forecast),
obtained after using an imputation method (exn4eepsa:-
Imputation), or it can even be an outlier (exn4eepsa:-
Outlier) when it does not conform to the expected be-
haviour. Furthermore, EXN4EEPSA also defines the
class exn4eepsa:CollectionOfExecutions. This class
represents a set of executions, such as a sequence
of missing values, or the collection of observations
forecasted by a predictive model. Furthermore, ob-
ject properties exn4eepsa:hasMember and its inverse
exn4eepsa:isMemberOf are defined to associate indi-
viduals of class eep:Execution that belong to a collec-
tion of executions, and viceversa.

Such a detailed hierarchy of concepts is motivated
by the relevance these concepts may have in data anal-
ysis problems. Furthermore, the EXN4EEPSA ontol-
ogy module is aligned with a set of domain ontologies
such as the SOSA/SSN ontology, the SEAS Device on-
tology, SAREF and om-lite ontology. It is important to
note that other ontologies such as SmartEnv and S3N
can be indirectly aligned with EXN4EEPSA since they
are based on the SOSA/SSN ontology.

72https://w3id.org/eepsa/exn4eepsa
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3.3.6. EK4EEPSA (Expert Knowledge for EEPSA
ontology module)

This ontology module covers the necessary expert
knowledge to provide inferencing capabilities that can
be exploited by the data analyst assistant. This mod-
ule is defined under the supervision of experts in the
domain at hand in order to capture task-based knowl-
edge.

In particular, EK4EEPSA73 tries to tackle CQs such
as the following:

– CQ37: What is a naturally enlightened space?
– CQ38: Which types of spaces are in a building?
– CQ39: Which are the qualities affecting a bad in-

sulated space’s temperature?

On the one hand, EK4EEPSA defines a classifica-
tion of types of spaces in buildings. These space def-
initions are based on their structural features, such as
spaces in contact with outdoor environment (ek4eepsa:-
AdjacentToOutdoorSpace) or spaces located below
the ground floor (ek4eepsa:BelowGroundLevelSpace).
However, other space definitions such as the pro-
posed by the HBC (Human Comfort in Building)
ontology74 [80] may be incorporated, where spaces
are mainly characterized by the equipment contained
or not within themselves (e.g. hbc:SpaceWithHeater
or hbc:SpaceWithoutHeater). Note that in the sce-
nario tackled in this article, it may be convenient
to make heavy usage of axioms expressing suffi-
cient conditions to infer the recognition of individ-
uals in appropriate classes. That is, it may be suit-
able to use equivalent class axioms with appropriate
right hand class expressions, rather than being de-
pendent on explicit assertions only. For instance, the
ek4eepsa:AdjacentToOutdoorSpace is defined as fol-
lows:

ek4eepsa:AdjacentToOutdoorSpace ≡
bot:Space u
∃bot:hasElement.foi4eepsa:ExternalBuildingElement

On the other hand, for each space type, qualities that
affect their indoor temperature are captured. Such a
modelling relies on qualities represented in Q4EEPSA
and the axioms defined in the AffectedBy ODP. It is
worth noting that this is the only EEPSA ontology
module that has dependencies with other EEPSA on-
tology modules. However, the data analyst assistant

73https://w3id.org/eepsa/ek4eepsa
74https://w3id.org/ibp/hbc

has a requisite that needs for the ability to ask for inter-
relationships of entities coming from any other mod-
ules. For instance, the temperature of an adjacent to
outdoor space may be affected by qualities such as the
indoor humidity, and the occupancy of the room, as
represented in the following axioms:

ek4eepsa:AdjacentToOutdoorSpaceIndoorTemperature
v ∃aff:affectedBy.q4eepsa:IndoorHumidity
u ∃ aff:affectedBy.q4eepsa:Occupancy
u ∃aff:affectedBy.q4eepsa:SolarRadiation
u ∃aff:affectedBy.q4eepsa:WindSpeed .

This knowledge modelling can be exploited by ap-
plication programs and to support data analysts in a
proper manner. After knowing which is the type of
space at hand, data analysts get to know which are the
qualities that are relevant to solve the energy efficiency
or thermal comfort problem.

At the moment of writing this article, the EK4EEPSA
ontology module solves the presented CQs. However,
being an ontology module containing expert knowl-
edge, it is extendible as more requisites are demanded.

3.4. Documentation

A good ontology documentation increases its under-
standability and potential usability, both by experts in
semantics and by people who are not necessarily ex-
perts [81]. The documentation of the EEPSA ontology
and its ontology modules is generated with WIDOCO
(a WIzard for DOCumenting Ontologies) [82] which
creates a set of linked enriched HTML pages. These
HTML pages are extended with hand-made sections
such as the alignments to other ontologies or with on-
tology usage examples.

W3C’s Data on the Web Best Practices [83] states
that providing metadata is a fundamental requirement
that helps human users and computer applications to
understand the data as well as other important as-
pects that describes a dataset. All the ontological re-
sources presented in this article were annotated fol-
lowing guidelines described by Garijo and Poveda-
Villalón [84] as it was considered the most complete
guideline among the ones reviewed. As a matter of
fact, for each EEPSA ontology module or ODP, both
the ontology itself and the classes and properties are
annotated with all the recommended terms and some
optional terms.

https://w3id.org/eepsa/ek4eepsa
https://w3id.org/ibp/hbc
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Next, the canonical URIs for the different ontology
modules documentation are shown75:

– EEPSA ontology:
https://w3id.org/eepsa

– AffectedBy ODP:
https://w3id.org/affectedBy

– EEP ODP:
https://w3id.org/eep

– RC ODP:
https://w3id.org/rc

– FoI4EEPSA ontology module:
https://w3id.org/eepsa/foi4eepsa

– Q4EEPSA ontology module:
https://w3id.org/eepsa/q4eepsa

– P4EEPSA ontology module:
https://w3id.org/eepsa/p4eepsa

– EXR4EEPSA ontology module:
https://w3id.org/eepsa/exr4eepsa

– EXN4EEPSA ontology module:
https://w3id.org/eepsa/exn4eepsa

– EK4EEPSA ontology module:
https://w3id.org/eepsa/ek4eepsa

With regards to the ODPs, they are also available in
the ODP repository76, which collects and makes ODPs
available on the web, allowing users to download, pro-
pose, and discuss them.

3.5. Evaluation

There are many evaluation metrics for assessing on-
tologies in existing literature [85,86]. Most of them,
focus on structural notions without taking into account
the semantics, leading to incomparable measurement
results [87]. And even though these are valid metrics,
they may not be enough to determine the quality of an
ontology. In order to avoid biased evaluations, next, the
EEPSA ontology and the modules that comprise it are
assessed from three perspectives: design correctness,
structural metrics, and modularity quality.

3.5.1. Design Correctness Metrics
The design correctness is evaluated using OOPS!

(OntOlogy Pitfall Scanner) [88], which detects some
of the most common pitfalls appearing within ontology
developments. OOPS! is available online77 and eval-
uates an ontology against a catalogue of 41 potential

75All URIs are provided by the https://w3id.org re-
direction service.

76http://ontologydesignpatterns.org
77http://oops.linkeddata.es/

Table 1
Summary of ontology design correctness evaluation by OOPS!

Ontology Minor Important Critical
EEP 13 2 0

AffectedBy 4 1 0

RC 8 3 0

FoI4EEPSA 7 1 0

Q4EEPSA 4 1 0

P4EEPSA 4 1 0

EXR4EEPSA 4 1 0

EXN4EEPSA 5 1 0

EK4EEPSA 5 1 0

pitfalls classified into three levels according to their
severity: minor, important and critical. This tool was
used during the ontology modules development phase,
contributing to an early detection of pitfalls, and com-
plementing the manual review of the ontology’s cor-
rectness. Table 1 summarizes the number of pitfalls de-
tected in the EEPSA ontology and its components.

Overall, most ontology modules share the same
minor pitfalls “P04: Creating unconnected elements"
and “P08: Missing annotations". These pitfalls ap-
pear mainly in the stub classes that ontology modules
extend (e.g. class aff:FeatureOfInterest for the case
of the FoI4EEPSA ontology module) as well for the
voaf:Vocabulary class used to describe the ontology it-
self. These concepts are adequately annotated and con-
nected in their source ontology module so annotating
them again would derive in having duplicated meta-
data when all ontology modules are imported by the
EEPSA ontology. Therefore, these pitfalls are ignored.

Regarding the important pitfalls, the “P10: Missing
disjointness" is repeated in all the ontology modules
and ODPs. This pitfall arises when an ontology lacks
from disjointness axioms between classes or between
properties that should be defined as disjoint. However,
in the EEPSA ontology modules case, those suggested
disjointness axioms are an inconvenient conceptualiza-
tion constraint, so it was decided not to add those con-
straints.

3.5.2. Structural Metrics
Structural metrics by themselves may not be enough

to assess the quality of an ontology or an ontology
module, but they may still be relevant to describe an
ontology. Protégé has an Ontology Metrics tab78 that
displays entity and axiom counts for the axioms in

78http://protegeproject.github.io/protege/
views/ontology-metrics

https://w3id.org/eepsa
https://w3id.org/affectedBy
https://w3id.org/eep
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https://w3id.org/eepsa/foi4eepsa
https://w3id.org/eepsa/q4eepsa
https://w3id.org/eepsa/p4eepsa
https://w3id.org/eepsa/exr4eepsa
https://w3id.org/eepsa/exn4eepsa
https://w3id.org/eepsa/ek4eepsa
https://w3id.org
http://ontologydesignpatterns.org
http://oops.linkeddata.es/
http://protegeproject.github.io/protege/views/ontology-metrics
http://protegeproject.github.io/protege/views/ontology-metrics
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Table 2

Summary of ontology structural metrics by Protégé’s Ontology Met-
rics tab (OP = Object Properties, DP = Datatype Properties, * = Im-
ported axioms are not considered).

Ontology Axioms Class OP DP Annotation DL Expressivity
EEP(*) 80 6 8 0 40 ALERIF

AffectedBy 62 3 3 0 31 ALERIF+

RC 40 4 3 2 20 AL(D)

FoI4EEPSA(*) 128 17 0 5 64 AL(D)

Q4EEPSA 197 30 0 0 124 AL

P4EEPSA 40 6 0 0 16 AL

EXR4EEPSA 207 33 0 0 127 AL

EXN4EEPSA 72 9 2 0 36 ALI

EK4EEPSA 81 25 4 0 32 ALC

the active ontology. Table 2 summarizes the structural
metrics for the different EEPSA ontology modules,
ODPs and the EEPSA ontology itself.

Results show that ODPs are richer from a DL ex-
pressivity point of view. They define more constraints,
while the rest of the ontology modules are more light
weighted. As for the size, most EEPSA ontology
modules are rather small (less than 17 classes). The
only exception are the Q4EEPSA, EXR4EEPSA and
EK4EEPSA ontology modules, which represent over
25 classes. The first two are in charge of representing
qualities, sensors and actuators that are typical in prob-
lems addressed in the article, so it is understandable
to contain a bigger number of classes. The latter, in
turn, actually defines only 8 new classes. The rest of
the classes are defined in other modules but are neces-
sary to describe the expert knowledge contained in the
module.

3.5.3. Modularity Quality
The EEPSA ontology’s module quality is also as-

sessed based on the guidelines proposed by Khan and
Keet [89]. This work creates a comprehensive list of
module evaluation metrics as well as a definition of 14
types of ontology modules. For each type of ontology
module, it is described which metrics need to be mea-
sured and the expected values for a high quality ontol-
ogy module. In the case of the EEPSA ontology, mod-
ules of type T1 (ODP modules: AffectedBy, EEP and
RC) and T2 (Subject domain modules: FoI4EEPSA,
Q4EEPSA, P4EEPSA, EXR4EEPSA, EXN4EEPSA
and EK4EEPSA) are identified. The evaluation is per-

formed with TOMM79 (Tool for Ontology Module
Metrics) and results are available online80.

Regarding the ODPs, the guidelines suggest that a
good quality module should have a small size com-
pared to the original ontology size (i.e. relative size),
a small cohesion (i.e. the extent to which entities in
a module are related to each other), and be com-
plete. The proposed three EEPSA ODPs satisfy the
small relative size and cohesion requirements. How-
ever, EEP and RC are not logically complete, as
they do not describe terms defined in other ontolo-
gies (e.g. aff:affectedBy object property in EEP and
eep:Execution in RC) to avoid duplicated metadata in
the final EEPSA ontology.

With regards to the rest of the ontology modules,
which can be classified as of type “T2-subject do-
main modules", they are required to fulfil these crite-
ria to be considered good quality modules: small cohe-
sion, large encapsulation (i.e. “swappability" or ease to
exchange a module for another without side effects),
small coupling (i.e. the degree of interdependence of
a module) and small redundancy (i.e. the duplication
of axioms within a set of ontology modules). All the
EEPSA ontology modules satisfy these criteria.

3.6. Ontology Customization by Module Replacement

Although the EEPSA ontology is aimed at support-
ing data analysts in energy efficiency and thermal com-
fort problems in buildings, it is designed to enable its
customization to support data analysts in similar prob-

79http://www.thezfiles.co.za/Modularity/
TOMM.zip

80https://github.com/iesnaola/eepsa/tree/
master/Evaluation/TOMM

http://www.thezfiles.co.za/Modularity/TOMM.zip
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lems in different types of buildings. Being modularized
by design, the EEPSA ontology is expected to be eas-
ily modified. Furthermore, as it has been demonstrated
that the EEPSA ontology modules are loosely coupled
and have a few dependencies between them, this on-
tology customization can be methodically approached.

The customization of the EEPSA ontology is rec-
ommended to be performed via ontology module re-
placement. That is, existing ontology modules should
be replaced with other ontology modules, which can be
new modules or extensions of existing ones. This way,
the development of customized EEPSA ontologies is
expected to be of bounded complexity. In the next sec-
tion, this ontology customization process is illustrated
with a real-world use case.

4. Real-world use case: Poultry farm

In the context of the Internet of Food & Farm 2020
European H2020 project81 (from now on referred to
as IoF2020), one of the trials is aimed at optimiz-
ing animal health, production chain transparency and
traceability. Within this trial, there is a use case which
consists in a poultry farm with a capacity for around
33,000 animals. The farm is equipped with monitoring
sensors distributed across the entire building and an
automatized ventilation and window system to control
indoor climatic conditions. A typical poultry breeding
period lasts around 42 days, which can be split in dif-
ferent stages such as chickling or adult stages. Each
stage has its own comfort requirements that needs to
be fulfilled in order to ensure poultry welfare. Further-
more, farm’s building structure, thermal inertia, and
outside climatic conditions have a direct effect on the
indoor climatic conditions. Currently, farm’s ventila-
tion and windows system are set according to the cur-
rent indoor climatic conditions. That is, no actuation is
decided in advance. Figure 6 shows the poultry farm
of the use case at hand.

With views to ensuring poultry welfare, farmers
could benefit from a system that lets them know if fu-
ture farm indoor conditions will not meet animals com-
fort conditions. Such a system could be based on a
predictive model forecasting future farm indoor con-
ditions. And data analysts developing such a predic-
tive model could certainly take leverage of the assistant
based on the EEPSA ontology.

81https://www.iof2020.eu/

Fig. 6. Use case poultry farm.

4.1. Requirements

The EEPSA ontology is designed to assist data an-
alysts in energy efficiency and thermal comfort prob-
lems in buildings. Furthermore, it is designed with
views to be applicable to similar problems in similar
domains. However, each use case may have its own re-
quirements, so every time a new use case from a dif-
ferent domain is faced, it is necessary to identify this
use case’s requirements and see to which extent the
EEPSA ontology satisfies them.

Farms in general have specialized building struc-
tures and equipment, such as elements designed to
feed animals. Similarly, rearing farms contain special
spaces intended for raising animals, which have spe-
cific comfort requirements. Poultry farms have spe-
cialised monitoring devices installed in their facilities
such as scales for birds weighting and moreover, vari-
ables that are not measured in common buildings are
monitored (e.g. ammonia levels). Likewise, in these
contexts there is a very specific domain knowledge that
is not within the grasp of everyone and it is usually lim-
ited to poultry farming experts. For example, the com-
fort requirements that animals have in every growth
stage or the variables that affect farm’s indoor climatic
conditions. Summarizing, the system developed for the
use case at hand should support data analysts in an-
swering competency questions like the following:

– CQ40: How many breeding spaces are in the
farm?

– CQ41: How many troughs are in a given space?
– CQ42: What is the stocking density in a given

space?
– CQ43: What is the CO2 level in a given space?

https://www.iof2020.eu/
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– CQ44: What are the devices installed within a
farm?

– CQ45: What are the variables affecting the tem-
perature of a breeding space?

This knowledge is important, and the EEPSA on-
tology needs to properly capture it to satisfy these
requirements. The FoI4EEPSA ontology module de-
scribes buildings and building elements, but this knowl-
edge is not specialized in farms, so that some termi-
nology specific to poultry farms is not covered. The
Q4EEPSA ontology module in charge of representing
qualities of features of interest, does not describe qual-
ities that can be typically found in poultry farms, such
as the amount of kilos contained within a space. The
EXR4EEPSA ontology module in charge of represent-
ing sensors and actuators lacks of the description of
some agents monitoring or acting on farm conditions.
EXN4EEPSA describing different types of observa-
tions and actuations does not represent animal ther-
mal comfort requirements. Furthermore, spaces such
as breeding spaces and variables affecting their com-
fort conditions are also missing in the EK4EEPSA on-
tology module, as they are far from a common build-
ing’s casuistry. Therefore, the EEPSA ontology needs
to be adequately extended and customized to tackle
these issues that are currently uncovered.

4.2. The EEPSA ontology customization

Bearing in mind the existing gap between the cur-
rent EEPSA ontology and the poultry farm use case
requirements, an Ontological Resource Reuse Process
was performed in order to find resources that could fill
this gap.

The penetration of Semantic Technologies in agri-
culture is mostly focused on ontologies represent-
ing agricultural concepts. But there are also repos-
itories hosting vocabularies for the agricultural do-
main, which were helpful for this reuse process. Agro-
Portal82 [90] is an ontology repository for the agron-
omy domain which features ontology hosting, search,
versioning, visualization, comment, and recommenda-
tion. Planteome83 [91] is another repository of ontolo-
gies providing resources for plant traits, phenotypes,
diseases, genomes, gene expression and genetic diver-
sity data across a wide range of plant species. Agrise-

82http://agroportal.lirmm.fr
83http://browser.planteome.org/amigo

mantics84 is a catalogue of data standards of different
types and formats for the agri-food domain.

AGROVOC85 is a thesaurus that organizes concepts
related to the FAO86 (Food and Agriculture Organiza-
tion of the United Nations) including agriculture, food,
nutrition, fisheries, forestry and environment. At the
moment of writing this article, AGROVOC consists of
over 35,000 concepts and it is available in 23 differ-
ent languages. Furthermore, there are ontologies cov-
ering different aspects of the agricultural domain. The
Food ontology87 [92] contains specifications of ingre-
dients, substances, and nutrition facts, and supports a
system that assists in the menu planning task for differ-
ent scenarios. The CROPont ontology [93] describes
the crop production life cycle and the FTTO [94] (Food
Track&Trace Ontology) is an ontology that aims at en-
abling information sharing among the different stake-
holders along the supply chain. This information shar-
ing supports the food traceability, which can be under-
stood as a part of a complex system in which differ-
ent business processes collaborates in sharing informa-
tion. Taking these ontologies into account, the EEPSA
ontology customization task is performed.

The representation of poultry farms and related el-
ements is tackled in the new FoI4PFEEPSA ontology
module88. This ontology is an extension of the original
FoI4EEPSA for the poultry farm domain. AGROVOC
defines two concepts related to buildings that may be
of interest for the matter at hand: “farm buildings"
and “poultry housing". AGROVOC defines the for-
mer as subclass of “buildings" while the latter is de-
fined as subclass of “housing". Such a fine-grained dis-
tinction between buildings and housings does not fit
with the conceptualization of the bot:Building class.
Therefore, these two AGROVOC terms are not reused.
Instead, a new foi4pfeepsa:PoultryHousing is cre-
ated and defined as subclass of the foi4pfeepsa:Farm
class. With regards to equipment related to animal
activities, AGROVOC inspires the creation of the
foi4pfeepsa:AnimalHusbandryEquipment class, which
represents the equipment to breed animals. Further-
more, two subclasses of this concept are described:
foi4pfeepsa:Drinker representing water dispensers,
and foi4pfeepsa:Trough representing a specific type

84http://vest.agrisemantics.org
85http://aims.fao.org/en/agrovoc
86http://www.fao.org
87https://www.bbc.co.uk/ontologies/fo/1.1.

ttl
88https://w3id.org/pfeepsa/foi4eepsa
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of food dispenser. It is worth mentioning that the
FoI4PFEEPSA ontology module is aligned with AGRO-
VOC in a separate file available online89.

The stocking density of a space represents the
amount of kilos contained in that given space. This is
a very specialized farming term which is not even cov-
ered by AGROVOC, and it is not within the scope of
the original Q4EEPSA ontology module. Therefore,
the use case required the creation of a Q4PFEEPSA
ontology module90 extending Q4EEPSA with the
term q4pfeepsa:StockingDensity. Likewise, the rep-
resentation of sensors estimating the stocking den-
sity are not covered in EXR4EEPSA, so the new
EXR4PFEEPSA ontology module91 was developed.
This new ontology module describes classes such as
exr4pfeepsa:StockingDensitySensor and exr4pfeepsa:-
WeightScale for representing scales used to mea-
sure bird weight. It is worth mentioning that, due to
the specificity of these concepts, none of them was
available in AGROVOC or other agricultural ontolo-
gies. With regards to the EXN4EEPSA, it was ex-
tended specializing the exn4eepsa:Observation class.
This derived in the new EXN4PFEEPSA ontology
module92 with the definition of classes represent-
ing different levels of poultry discomfort: moder-
ate (exn4pfeepsa:ModerateThermalDiscomfort), high
(exn4pfeepsa:HighThermalDiscomfort) and severe (e-
xn4pfeepsa:SevereThermalDiscomfort). Furthermore,
data analysts could also benefit from an ontology mod-
ule capturing expert knowledge related with the vari-
ables affecting specific space types for farms. There-
fore, a new EK4PFEEPSA93 ontology module ex-
tended the original EK4EEPSA ontology module, in-
cluding the description of a class ek4pfeepsa:Breeding-
Space and variables affecting its indoor conditions.

Figure 7 depicts the ontology modules that con-
form the EEPSA ontology’s customization for poul-
try farms, that is, the PFEEPSA (Poultry Farm Energy
Efficiency Prediction Semantic Assistant) ontology94.

89https://iesnaola.github.io/eepsa/PFEEPSA/
FoI4PFEEPSA/alignments/foi4pfeepsa_Alignment_
AGROVOC.owl

90https://w3id.org/pfeepsa/q4pfeepsa
91https://w3id.org/pfeepsa/exr4pfeepsa
92https://w3id.org/pfeepsa/q4pfeepsa
93https://w3id.org/pfeepsa/ek4pfeepsa
94https://w3id.org/pfeepsa

Fig. 7. An overview of the ontology modules replaced by the EEPSA
ontology’s customization for Poultry Farm domain.

An excerpt of the RDF model for the poultry farm at
hand is available online95.

The new PFEEPSA ontology and the proper cus-
tomization of the rest of the assistant’s components
supported data analysts in the development of six dif-
ferent predictive models (one for each thermal zone
in which the use case poultry farm is divided). Af-
terwards, this predictive models were used to forecast
future indoor temperature, detect potential uncomfort-
able situations, and alert farmers so that proper actions
could be taken in advance.

5. Conclusions

The proposed EEPSA ontology is a core ontology
which aims at supporting a data analyst assistant in en-
ergy efficiency and thermal comfort problems in build-
ings. Towards the development of this ontology, a thor-
ough review of existing ontologies related to the do-
mains of discourse was made. Furthermore, a discus-
sion of those reviewed ontologies led to emphasizing
on the features that make ontologies more (re)usable.

Following a well-known ontology development
methodology, the requirements of the ontology were
collected first. Then, the backbone of the EEPSA on-
tology was discussed and defined as a combination of
three ODPs which try to be minimal in the number
of classes and properties offered but complete with
respect to the considered CQs and including appro-
priate ontology axioms that allow proper inferences.
Moreover, the careful design of property axioms over-
come some weaknesses discovered in existing ontolo-

95https://raw.githubusercontent.
com/iesnaola/pfeepsa/master/examples/
poultryFarmExample.ttl
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gies. On top of these ODPs, a set of ontology modules
were developed, each of them specializing knowledge
in the scope of the stub classes defined in the ODPs
and reusing existing resources to the extent possible.
Furthermore, in order to contribute to the interoper-
ability of the solution, EEPSA ODPs and ontology
modules are aligned with other related ontologies as
well as upper-level ontologies. All these developments
are properly documented, made available online, and
evaluated from three different viewpoints.

Thanks to the design of the EEPSA ontology and the
high encapsulation of its modules, the customization
of the ontology to address similar problems in different
use cases is feasible. Such a customization is based on
ontology module replacement and it is tested in a real-
world use case.
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Appendix
A. Application Examples of the ODPs

This appendix shows an example of the presented
three ODPs.

A.1. AffectedBy ODP Example

Figure 8 shows a triple graph as an example for ap-
plying and answering some competency questions us-
ing the AffectedBy vocabulary.

With respect to this example, the following compe-
tency questions can be applied and answered:

– (CQ01): What are the properties that influence the
feature of interest :room03?

http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-2043/paper-11.pdf
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Fig. 8. Triples using the AffectedBy ODP vocabulary.

SELECT ?x
WHERE {:room03 aff:influencedBy ?x.}
Answer: :r03Area, :r03NumSeats :r03Comfort,
:r03Temperature, :r03OutdoorNoise, :r03Occu-
pancy, :r03Humidity, :r03SolarRadiation, :r03-
SoundInsulation, :r03WindowAzimuth.
(After inferences provided by axioms aff:influen-
cedBy ◦ aff:affectedBy v aff:influencedBy and
aff:belongsTo v aff:influencedBy-1).

– (CQ01i): Which is the feature of interest influ-
enced by the property :r03SolarRadiation
SELECT ?x
WHERE {?x aff:influencedBy ?r03SolarRadia-
tion.}
Answer: :room03.
(After inferences provided by the axioms
aff:influencedBy ◦ aff:affectedByv aff:influenced-
By and aff:belongsTo v aff:influencedBy-1).

– (CQ02): What are the properties that affect the
property :r03Temperature?
SELECT ?x
WHERE { :r03Temperature aff:affectedBy ?x.}
Answer: :r03Occupancy, :r03Humidity,
:r03SolarRadiation, :r03WindowAzimuth.
(After inferences provided by the transitivity of
aff:affectedBy).

– (CQ03): Which feature of interest does the prop-
erty :r03Area belongs to?
SELECT ?x
WHERE {:r03Area aff:belongsTo ?x.}
Answer: :room03.

Fig. 9. Triples using the EEP ODP vocabulary.

A.2. EEP ODP Example

Figure 9 shows an instantiation of the EEP ODP in a
farm scenario where poultry are reared. In this case, a
sensor :sensor36 deployed in the farm individual :farm
is in charge of measuring both farm’s temperature and
humidity (i.e. :farmTemperature and :farmHumidity).
Furthermore, this sensor implements a monitoring pro-
cedure (:monitoringProc) to make two observations
:obs13 and :obs14.

With respect to this example, the following compe-
tency questions can be applied and answered:

– (CQ04): What are the executions performed by
procedure :monitoringProc?
SELECT ?x
WHERE {?x eep:usedProcedure :monitoring-
Proc.}
Answer: :obs13, :obs14.

– (CQ05): What are the observations performed by
sensor :sensor36?
SELECT ?x
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WHERE {?x eep:madeBy :sensor36.}
Answer: :obs13, :obs14.

– (CQ06): Which are the procedures implemented
by the sensor :sensor36?
SELECT ?x
WHERE {:sensor36 eep:implements ?x.}
Answer: :monitoringProc
(After inferences provided by the axiom
eep:madeBy-1 ◦ eep:usedProcedurev eep:imple-
ments).

– (CQ07i): What are the executions on the feature
of interest :farm?
SELECT ?x
WHERE {?x eep:hasFeatureOfInterest :farm.}
Answer: :obs13, :obs14.
(After inferences provided by the axiom
eep:onQuality ◦ eep:belongsTov eep:hasFeature-
OfInterest).

– (CQ08): What are the qualities observed by the
observation :obs13?
SELECT ?x
WHERE {:obs13 eep:onQuality ?x.}
Answer: :farmTemperature.

– (CQ09i): What are the executors that observe/act
on the feature of interest :farm?
SELECT ?x
WHERE {?x eep:forFeatureOfInterest :farm.}
Answer: :sensor36.
(After inferences provided by the axioms
eep:forQuality ◦ eep:belongsTov eep:forFeature-
OfInterest and eep:madeBy-1 ◦ eep:onQuality v
eep:forQuality).

– (CQ10): What are the qualities observed by sen-
sor :sensor36?
SELECT ?x
WHERE {:sensor36 eep:forQuality ?x.}
Answer: :farmTemperature, :farmHumidity.
(After inferences provided by the axiom eep:ma-
deBy-1 ◦ eep:onQuality v eep:forQuality).

A.3. RC ODP Example

The RC ODP is instantiated in a weather forecast re-
port. In this case, an execution :forecastReport is gen-
erated on 2018-11-02 at 11:00 (with the data prop-

erty rc:hasGenerationTime) and forecasts that there
will be a temperature of 16◦C (with the data property
rc:hasSimpleResult) in Madrid (with the object prop-
erty rc:hasSpatialContext) on 2018-11-03 at 16:00
(with the data property rc:hasTemporalContext). Fig-
ure 10 shows this instantiation example.

Fig. 10. Triples using the RC ODP vocabulary.

With respect to this example, the following compe-
tency questions can be applied and answered:

– (CQ11): Which is the simplified value of execu-
tion :forecastReport?
SELECT ?x
WHERE {forecastReport ec:hasSimpleResult ?x.}
Answer: “16 Cel"∧∧cdt:temperature.

– (CQ12): When is the execution :forecastReport
generated?
SELECT ?x
WHERE {:forecastReport ec:hasGenerationTime
?x.}
Answer: “2018-11-02T11:00:00"∧∧xsd:dateTime.

– (CQ13): For what time interval or instant is valid
the execution :forecastReport?
SELECT ?x
WHERE {:forecastReport ec:hasTemporalContext
?x.}
Answer: :Instant_00152.

– (CQ14): For what spatial location is valid the ex-
ecution :forecastReport?
SELECT ?x
WHERE {:forecastReport ec:hasSpatialContext
?x.}
Answer: http://dbpedia.org/resource/Madrid.


